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Marines: Focus on the Future

With the end of the Cold War and the threat of nuclear devastation

diminished, the country is confronted with fundamental decisions

concerning its future security requirements. In this new environment, the

unique capabilities of integrated naval expeditionary forces have
assumed increased importance. Highly capable and well prepared forces

trained for projecting power from the sea are precious assets available

now that must be sustained.

Maintaining the naval expeditionary forces necessary to protect our

Nation's interests requires an informed consensus among the American
people, our elected Congressional representatives, and the national

leadership. This eleventh edition of Concepts and Issues is designed to

convey the state of the Corps today and our vision for the future. It

details how Marines support the National Military Strategy and the

relevant capabilities they bring to bear.

As we approach the beginning of a new century, the Marine Corps
continues to adapt to the demands of these uncertain times. The call for

operational flexibility as well as readiness is sound and logical. Though
the time, place, and nature of crises may be unpredictable, the Corps'

resolve is clear. We remain committed to providing the naval forces

necessary to defend our Nation's interests at home and abroad.

C.E. MUNDY, JR.
' "

GENERAL, U.S. MARINE CORPS
COMMANDANT OF THE MARINE CORPS
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NATIONAL MILITARY STRATEGY
POST-COLD WAR
The recent successes of our armed forces are well documented, but as we
reorganize and reorient to meet the demands of an uncertain future, we
cannot afford to rest on our laurels. The demise of the Soviet Union has

led to basic changes in U.S. security policy. As the threat of conflict with

our Cold War adversary has diminished, U.S. national security planning has

rightfully focused toward crisis response and regional conflicts involving

lesser military powers.

Within this new framework, fundamental national security concerns remain

valid. Deterring attack against the United States and its allies; promoting

regional stability to foster free trade and democratic values; and preserving

access to critical economic resources all remain at the forefront of our

national interests. To support these continuing interests, any new national

security structure must adopt many of the core capabilities embedded in

the current force.

The decline of an overt threat has, in turn, led to increased domestic
pressures to shift the priority of national resources away from defense
toward domestic economic concerns. This reorientation of priorities has
been an historic tendency in the wake of every major war our Nation has
fought. In virtually every case, the process has led to abrupt reductions in

defense capabilities which have been recouped only at great expense in

lives as well as money. The key challenges that face us today are: adjusting

to an entirely new strategic environment while forestalling a precipitous

decline in capability; designing forces that contribute to continued U.S.

leadership; fostering alliances that help shape a safer world; and planning

for the uncertainties that characterize the world's trouble spots.

Adjustment to this new setting was first enunciated publicly by former

President Bush in August 1990 in a speech at Aspen, Colorado. The new
strategy recast U.S. national security around four main pillars: Strategic

Deterrence, Forward Presence, Crisis Response, and Reconstitution

against a reemergent global threat.

While recognizing the need for a strategic deterrent against nuclear attack,

the strategy's focus is clearly regional, with an emphasis on the need to

respond rapidly to unexpected threats.

Forward Presence and Crisis Response operations are the primary means
of influencing world events and supporting U.S. interests. Forward Presence
encompasses traditional activities such as exercises, high visibility deploy-

ments, port visits, military-to-military contacts, and security assistance —
activities that demonstrate U.S. determination in contributing to world peace.
In the years to come, these operations will increasingly include protecting

American citizens in crisis areas, aiding drug interdiction, and providing

humanitarian assistance. The strategy also stresses providing national

leaders with a range of viable military options for Crisis Response.
These shifts heighten the importance of forces which are flexible, have a
minimum "footprint" in their forward deployed location, and are easily
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tailored to accommodate rapidly changing situations. These precise

qualities distinguish Marine and naval expeditionary forces, and provide the

foundation for their historical "force of choice" role emphasized by the

National Command Authorities.

STRUCTURE TO MEET THE STRATEGY
A military force structure necessary to confidently execute the National

Military Strategy is essential. Continued world events and domestic

pressures require that this force be a dynamic and flexible concept

dependent upon the scope of U.S. response to contingencies, and the

level of risk considered tolerable. It must emphasize retention of specific
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capabilities which can rapidly be brought to bear in crisis response and

regional contingencies. Marine forces, because of their inherent flexibility

and utility, are key elements. We must further strike a balance between

anticipated requirements and fiscal realities, and make maximum use of

complementary capabilities. As each Service reduces its end strength, we
must engage in a continuous process of evaluation to identify and
maintain the capabilities we will need to deal with future challenges.

Such scrutiny will ensure we retain the ability to continue to respond

effectively to the demands of the new world order.

Each Service will organize, train, and equip forces based on their

mandated roles and functions. The embedded capabilities must provide

Unified Commanders with a "tool box" from which to choose the right

combination to accomplish a wide range of missions.

Forward deployed land-based forces signal an unequivocal commitment to

the defense of the country in which they are located. They also provide

available capabilities for local operations. However, the effectiveness of

these forces can be limited by the policies of the host nation, whose
interests may not always be in accord with our own. In addition, there are

the significant costs of maintaining overseas infrastructure and the

increasing problem of perceptions of foreign governments to the presence
of U.S. military on their soil. These factors and the reality of declining

resources portend an increased role for forward deployed sea-based forces.

THE ROLE OF MARINE AND NAVAL
EXPEDITIONARY FORCES
Ultimately the National Military Strategy demand for Forward Presence
and Crisis Response capabilities will place a premium on Marine and
Navy forces. As we close designated overseas bases, and place greater

emphasis on units based within the continental United States (CONUS)
for responding to conflicts, the options provided by naval expeditionary
forces will have increasing value.

Forward operating naval expeditionary forces are a highly flexible, cost-

effective form of maintaining Forward Presence over wide regions of the
world. Relatively free of overflight limitations and much less dependent
on extensive basing infrastructures, these forces can exert significant

influence over a much larger area than forward based ground or air

forces costing a comparable amount.

By virtue of their versatility, forward positioning, mobility, and ability to

assume a variety of alert postures, naval expeditionary forces are an ideal

instrument for Crisis Response. Whether responding to a crisis caused by
natural disaster — such as the eruption of Mount Pinatubo or the typhoon
which devastated Bangladesh in 1991 — or to the threat of regional military
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aggression, naval expeditionary forces are particularly effective during the

critical early stages of a crisis. Readily assembled within range of a crisis

area and able to maintain whatever type of presence diplomacy may require,

they can remain in readiness for extended periods of time without the

entanglements involved in moving large quantities of troops and materiel

onto foreign soil. They are ideally suited to the role of quick response,

which enables the Unified Commander to act decisively, and as history has
demonstrated repeatedly, are normally the only force required.

Should a developing crisis require military action, naval expeditionary

forces can provide a seamless transition from peacetime presence, through

focused deterrent actions, to combat. They can execute a wide range of

missions, including evacuation of noncombatants, reinforcement of allies,

maritime and air interdiction, special operations, and seizure of ports of

entry, airfields, or vital areas.

Immediately available to augment on scene Marine Expeditonary Units

(MEU's) are combat ready Marines from three geographically diverse Marine

Expeditionary Forces (MEF's). Deployable by air or sea, their speed to the

area of need, sustainment upon arrival, and combat power most often can

stabilize a situation.

If a crisis were to continue to escalate into a protracted conflict, naval

expeditionary forces can act as an enabling force or "door opener" for the

further introduction of contingency units from bases CONUS. Operation

Desert Shield was a classic example of the force sequencing described,

and the role Marines perform.
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Naval task forces, to include embarked Marines, possess a full range of

capabilities: strategic and tactical mobility, reconnaissance and surveillance,

electronic countermeasures, communications, logistical endurance, air

power, and ground combat firepower.

MARINE FORCES
As an essential part of the National Military Strategy and an integral

element of naval expeditionary forces, Marine forces contribute to:

• Forward deployed posture in the world's oceans. By virtue of their

unique ability to conduct air, ground, and logistics operations

supported entirely from ships at sea, Marine forces provide a critical

option for those regions in which we have interests but limited

access to bases.

• Immediate action forces capable of stabilizing and resolving small

problems before they become large ones. They terminate crises, or "hold

the door open" for heavier forces if necessary.

• Surge units, including both the Maritime Prepositioning Force (MPF) and
larger CONUS-based airlifted or amphibious units, which provide

additional force to terminate conflicts or can allow the sequenced
introduction of even heavier units needed for protracted land combat.

• Marine Detachments who maintain the safety and physical security of

140 diplomatic posts around the world as well as the naval elements of

the Strategic Force nuclear deterrent.

In light of their flexibility and their broad utility in times of crisis, each of the
security pillars, except the Strategic Force, has been allocated a Marine
Expeditionary Force (MEF) for planning. These MEF's remain poised to

respond rapidly to emerging crises, able to quell incipient flash points

before their eruption into major confrontations.
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"...FROM THE SEA" -
A NEW NAVAL STRATEGY
In response to the fundamental changes in the strategic environment, the

Department of the Navy has embarked on a sweeping redefinition of U.S.

naval strategy. "...From the Sea" replaces the Maritime Strategy's focus on
naval battle forces designed to secure command of the seas against large

scale naval threats with a focus on naval expeditionary forces, capable of

projecting U.S. power into the littoral regions of the world. The new focus is

on a littoral strategy oriented on the "narrow seas" of the world's

crisis regions.

This strategic realignment is driven not only by the disappearance of the

Soviet Navy, but also by the fact that 75 percent of the urban areas

containing U.S. embassies or other agencies, outside allied or formerly

Warsaw Pact territory, are within 150 miles of the sea. At the same time,

world political changes and affordability have generally reduced U.S. access

to land bases in forward areas near the most likely crisis regions. This

has greatly increased the importance of military organizations that have

the capability to operate from the sea and project land and air combat
power into these regions. The littoral strategy places a premium on the

capability to enter a region by force if necessary.

MARINE AIR-GROUND TASK FORCE
ORGANIZATION
As the landward extension of naval expeditionary forces, Marines are

central to the littoral strategy. MAGTF's, each structured with command,
aviation, ground combat and logistics elements, are specifically organized

for the key operational capabilities required to execute the new strategy.

The MAGTF's command element, with its inherent capabilities for exercising

joint force command and control, intelligence fusion, and rapid response

planning, supports the overall command, control, and surveillance capability.

Marine fighter/attack aircraft, operating from carriers as part of the organic

carrier air wing, forward expeditionary bases, or a combination of both,

significantly contribute to the requirement to establish and maintain local

air superiority, critical to full battlespace domination of the littoral area.

Using amphibian craft and transport helicopters, ground combat elements,

maneuvering from the sea, permit the naval expeditionary force to project

combat power ashore at a time and in places of their choosing. Available

close air support aircraft significantly add to the firepower necessary to

ensure success of our combat elements.

Marine logistics elements, operating from sea bases aboard naval shipping

or from expeditionary bases established ashore, provide sustainment of

forces — thus extending operations in time and space, supporting the full

range of Forward Presence operations in peace and in wartime, and

permitting the Unified Commander maximum flexibility in shaping response

to crisis.
15



MAGTF CONTRIBUTIONS
Among the options available to the Unified Commanders, MAGTF's add a

number of unique capabilities of critical importance in dealing with the

myriad challenges of a regionally oriented strategy.

Able to use the entire spectrum of strategic mobility without sacrificing

critical capabilities, MAGTF's can deploy with speed and reach, yet with

the firepower, tactical mobility, and sustainment of heavier forces. This

strategic agility is based on three key elements: a full time, fully trained air-

ground team; the organic logistics capability of the MAGTF; and the MPF.

Over four decades of continuous development, experience, and evolution in

forward presence are evident.

When a force arrives at the scene of the action it can immediately begin

operations and sustain itself independent of external infrastructure. Using

MPF shipping, MAGTF's of significant size can deploy in a matter of days,

needing a fraction of the airlift sorties required for purely airlifted units.

Using this concept, which proved so successful in Desert Shield/Desert

Storm, a force of 45,000 Marines — complete with 30 days of supply and
over 300 fixed wing aircraft and helicopters — could deploy from CONUS to

any littoral region in less than 14 days.

Combining elements of airlifted forces, MAGTF's aboard amphibious
shipping, and MPF ships in various quantities, Marines provide the

Commander-in-Chief (CINC) with flexible choices for managing various

stages of conflict.

Forward deployed Marine Expeditionary Units (MEU's), supporting current

everyday presence, train to a standard of readiness from which they can
respond to mission taskings within six hours of initial notification. This

rapid response planning system, combined with the embedded special

operations capabilities of the Maritime Special Purpose Force, gives a

CINC and the National Command Authorities an instantly available

response to contingencies requiring special capabilities. Until additional

Special Operations Forces can be marshalled and deployed to the scene,

these forces are the only such assets available.

By virtue of their structure, equipment, and doctrine, MAGTF's of all sizes

are designed for operations in austere settings, in which host nation support

is minimal or nonexistent. Logistical capabilities accompany the units

engaged in the crisis area. Significant combat power can be brought to

bear in the critical early stages of a crisis.

Finally, the Marine Corps' most unique capability lies in its capacity
for operating from sea bases over an indefinite period of time. Trained

and equipped for combat and logistics operations from both shore and
sea bases, they can make the transition immediately between the

two basing modes.
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This flexibility is particularly valuable in the case of Marine aviation.

Alone among the aviation assets available to the Unified commander,
Marine aviation can operate freely from either land or sea bases or a

combination of the two. The expeditionary airfield (EAF) concept, proven

and refined over three decades of operational experience, permits the rapid

establishment of support functions where no facilities have existed

previously.

Additional agility is provided by the aviation logistics support ships (TAVB's)

which contain extensive aviation maintenance facilities that can be

completely redeployed to a shore site. Flexibility between sites permits

deployed aviation units to enjoy the operational benefits of sea basing

without the need for a dedicated carrier deck.

THE "911" FORCE
Marines are indeed a "911" force. Swift to respond with a wide range of

combat and logistical capabilities, Marines have routinely provided the

Nation's first answer to natural as well as manmade crises, from earth-

quakes and thunderous storms to full-scale hostile aggression across

international boundaries. Though no single armed Service is equipped or

structured to handle every facet of a crisis entirely on its own, the Marine

Corps' unique blend of readiness, integrated air-ground-logistics structure,

and versatility in expeditionary roles has been designed for the supremely
challenging initial response to crisis.

More than 40 years ago, reacting to the invasion of South Korea, the 82nd
Congress decreed that the country needed "a force that was most ready

when the Nation was least ready." That Congress directed that the Marine

Corps should be "a force of combined arms — including aviation — which
would be naval in character, that is, useful not only in conventional

operations ashore, but also able to operate with our fleets around the

world. A force maintained in readiness, capable of expeditionary service —
service in foreign places devoid of ready facilities or U.S. bases." The law-

makers went on to indicate their intent that the Marine Corps be used as a

primary instrument between wars. They saw the Marine Corps as the

vanguard of the national response, the tip of the spear. Today, both that

same expeditionary nature and commitment to readiness remain our

hallmarks and are the underpinning for the training and equipping of

Marines. Your Corps remains ready, to respond on short notice, in the

Nation's interests.
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The U.S. has entered a new and dynamic era resulting in a thorough

reexamination of its defense needs. Strategy, Service roles and
functions, force structure, and weapons programs have been under

detailed review. Beginning with the overarching concept of our

national security strategy, proposed changes have been developed to

execute this vision.

Maintaining highly capable Marine Corps expeditionary forces is

consistent with our national security strategy and the corresponding

force structure and warfighting concepts that buttress it. This chapter

details the major concepts and key issues being addressed by the

Marine Corps.
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ROLES AND FUNCTIONS
Discussion
The developing national defense strategy, based on the significant

changes that have occurred in the world, will prove tremendously

challenging to our military and civilian leadership. As the Nation's

thinking refocuses the military from global warfare to regional conflicts

and contingencies, the unique capabilities provided by Marines and naval

expeditionary forces will be increasingly called upon to represent our

government's policies abroad.

The clearly emerging strategy places implicit demands on the traditional

Marine Corps. The need for sea-based, rapid response forces, with near

instantaneous follow-on surge capability, will represent our Nation's resolve

and commitment to our friends and enemies alike for the foreseeable

future. "Naval expeditionary forces, capable of joint operations, operating

forward, from the sea, in the littoral areas of the world" is the vision

provided in the Department of the Navy's "...From the Sea", and becomes
the essence for our future planning, as well as our historical past.

Naval expeditionary forces provide stability, presence, and a potent crisis

response force 365 days a year. Capable of 60 days of sustainment,

Marines are the one force that does not have to be reshaped to meet the

expected threat, or serve the Nation's needs. Historically, the vast majority

of responses have been resolved without permitting escalation. If a crisis

does require a heavy, land-based army, and a high sortie generation land-

based air force, the Marine Air-Ground Task Force (MAGTF) will be the

enabling element for their introduction. Additional capabilities being honed
to function effectively in "peacetime engagements" include:

• Humanitarian assistance/disaster relief • Counterdrug programs

• Friendly coalition building • Arms control/treaty compliance

• Noncombatant emergency evacuations • Military training teams.

We will continue to refine our MAGTF capabilities within the framework
of the evolving national and littoral strategy; ensure their complementarity

with other Service functions; and equip, man, and train our Marines

toward these goals. As new deployment concepts are suggested and
evolve, we will test them against operational capability, transportability,

and sustainability to ensure they are valid. We will preserve the traditional

strengths of flexibility, readiness, and esprit that are our hallmarks.

Marine Corps Position

As the Services reshape and reorganize to effectively execute the

emerging strategy, traditional naval expeditionary capabilities will serve to

alleviate concerns about the Nation's ability to respond rapidly and

decisively in support of the country's interests. Every asset, whether in

dollar bills or human lives, that our country invests in our Corps, will be

tempered and focused into the relevant, capable, and ready force that

these uncertain times demand.
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ACTIVE FORCE SIZE

Discussion
The ability of the Marine Corps to contribute to the Nation's security

objectives and to support joint operations is directly related to its size.

While the Defense Establishment refocuses its primary threat-based

orientation and downsizes, the Marine Corps continues to provide the

necessary balance to the risks generated by today's uncertain and

volatile world. Traditionally, the Marine Corps' contributions have focused

on regional stability and the day-to-day life of sea-based forward

presence and peacetime engagements. Preserving those forces that can

deter aggression and are mobile, versatile, and available to respond to a

wide range of taskings is consistent with both the President's National

Security Strategy and the intent of Congress.

In response to the emerging challenges, the Marine Corps conducted a

zero-based review of its requirements. That study, conducted by the Force

Structure Planning Group (FSPG), sought to develop a plan that would
guide the Corps through the drawdown while maintaining the capabilities

needed for regional conflicts. Using the guidance provided in law (Title

10, U.S. Code), the President's National Security Strategy, and DoD's

"Base Force" concept, a force structure was built that reduced the Corps
to appreciably lower end strength levels.

The FSPG was tasked to define the most effective and capable structure

for the Marine Corps at the outyear planning levels. As foreseen long ago
by military leaders and Congress, our traditional roles again fit the

changing world. The Marine Corps' combined arms approach mandated a

degree of balance among the ground, air, and logistics elements of the

MAGTF. CMC's specific guidance to the FSPG was to pursue every

option that would preclude the emergence of a hollow force.

In developing a potent MEF that could fight and win decisively on the

21st century battlefield, this extensive review provided a unique

operational viewpoint to the dramatic adjustments proposed over the

past year. A special emphasis was placed on the Marine Corps' ability to

complement the contributions of other forces in joint and combined
operations.

Significant and rapid end strength reductions will have a negative effect

on the relevant and proven capabilities of the Marine Corps and stretch

thin our ability to man our legislated three Division/three Wing structure,

the reservoir from which we draw our combat forces. Equally important,

we need an adequate end strength to maintain a satisfactory deployment
and operational tempo for our Marines and their families.

Presently, we are drawing down the active force by approximately 6,000

Marines per year. Our drawdown has been carefully planned and will be
executed with a combination of reduced accessions and normal attrition.
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Marine Corps Position

The Marine Corps requires an end strength capable of providing the

Forward Presence and Crisis Response capabilities for the Nation in

these uncertain times. Reductions in the Total Force have been planned

so as not to affect the missions which the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS)

and the CINC's expect us to perform. Reductions below this level will

impose a staggering deployment schedule on our young men and women
and degrade our ability to respond rapidly to crises.
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AVIATION MODERNIZATION
Discussion
The replacement of our aging fleet of medium lift CH-46 and CH-53D
helicopters is the most critical item in our budget submission. The
Corps also needs to retain both F/A-18's and AV-8B's to maintain the full

range of essential aviation combat functions supporting our Marines on the

ground. The AV-8B gives unmatched flexibility in basing options and
operational responsiveness, but by itself can provide neither the range of

aviation functions nor the volume of ground support sorties required by a

MAGTF. Although we may be required to operate with fewer aircraft as

we downsize, we must retain fixed wing tactical aviation assets. The other

Services cannot fully replace the unique flexibility and capabilities of our

squadrons to support Operational Maneuver from the Sea:

• Marine squadrons are organized, trained, and equipped for expeditionary

flexible basing operations. They can easily transition ashore from carrier

bases, and can reverse from shore to ship as operational requirements

dictate.

• With command and control systems optimized for integration with

ground forces down to the battalion level, and the everyday training to

make it work, Marine aviation units are uniquely suited to meet the

intense demands of close air support during highly fluid combat
maneuvers ashore.

• Working continuously with all other forms of supporting arms (Artillery/

Naval Gunfire), Marine aviation units provide the range and depth of

firepower required by the MAGTF's to be self-sustaining, expeditionary

naval maneuver forces.

The Marine aviation modernization objectives are to: enhance combat
effectiveness; improve night and adverse weather capability; reduce the

number of type/model/series (T/M/S) of aircraft in the inventory; ultimately

achieve an all vertical/short takeoff and landing fixed wing force; enhance
reliability of all aircraft; and reduce strategic lift footprint.

An important key to this plan is fielding a common replacement aircraft

for our aging CH-46E and CH-53D force. In acknowledgement of continuing

deliberations and future decisions by the Secretary of Defense and
Congress, the modernization plan addresses this aircraft as the Medium
Lift Replacement (MLR).

Marine Corps F/A-18's can provide around the clock, all-weather air defense,

as they did throughout Operation Desert Shield/Desert Storm when carriers

were deemed vulnerable in the northern Persian Gulf. With the arrival of

the F/A-18D, and the retirement of the A-6E and the OV-10, F/A-18's will also

provide our only "under the weather" close air support, our fast Tactical

Air Coordinator (Airborne) and Forward Air Controller (Airborne) (TAC(A)/FAC(A))

capability, and our only tactical reconnaissance. They are also our principal

platform for launching homing antiradiation missiles (HARM'S) as part of

the Suppression of Enemy Air Defense (SEAD).
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We are procuring multimission aircraft that contribute to the overall MAGTF
warfighting effort. Examples include replacement of the A-6E with the

F/A-18D, integration of the F/A-18 radar into the AV-8B, upgrade of antiarmor

missiles, and a remanufacture program for our older AV-8's.

Aviation's commitment to night and adverse weather enhancements is

evident in programs such as the AV-8B Night Attack, F/A-18C/D Night Attack,

AH-1W Night Targeting System, CH-53E Night Vision System, STINGER
night sight, and lighting for expeditionary airfields.

Advanced technology is being introduced only when there is an absolute

assurance of increased reliability, supportability, and maintainability in

austere expeditionary combat environments. The number of different aircraft

T/M/S in the Marine Corps inventory is being reduced from 15 to 9,

with potential for further reductions as we approach the year 2000. This

"neckdown," together with the attainment of an all vertical/short takeoff and
landing fixed wing force, will enhance the expeditionary nature of the

Aviation Combat Element.

Our aviation assets are equipped to provide the fully responsive air

support required by Marine expeditionary forces. The firepower contribution

of tactical aviation is a significant part of the otherwise lightly armed
"combat system" we call the MAGTF. Squadrons are organized, trained, and
equipped from the ground up for expeditionary, combined arms operations.

Marine aircraft generate the needed high sortie rates during close air

support missions by being based close to ground combat units and built

to be operated from a wider range of austere bases and runways. In

addition, they are "marinized" for extended exposure to salt water, have

folding wings for storage aboard ships, and are equipped to go afloat and
operate indefinitely if required.

Marine Corps Position

The Marine Aviation Modernization Plan is a road map for building an

Aviation Combat Element which continues to provide effective tactical air

support to the MAGTF in expeditionary environments across the spectrum

of conflict. Marine aviation provides a unique and effective capability

which does not duplicate those of other Services.

While Marine fixed wing can augment the Navy's carrier air wings, both

active and reserve, this must not be at the expense of their expeditionary

capability or their capacity for close integration with ground maneuver
units. Essentially, we cannot do what the Nation needs the Marine Corps

to do — we cannot provide the credible range of capabilities required

of naval expeditionary forces — without Marine aviation.
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AMPHIBIOUS SHIPPING

Discussion

Naval expeditionary forces, with embarked Marines, provide the Nation

with a flexible Forward Presence and Crisis Response force as well as

the most formidable forcible entry capability in the world. Joint staff

(JCS) analysis of CINC warplans identifies the amphibious lift required to

support the National Strategy. Fiscal limitations have constrained our

ability to meet the lift goal. Total lift capacity must also be tailored with

the right numbers of the right types of ships to meet real world day-to-

day commitments, and combat surge capabilities.

The current JCS requirement for deployed Amphibious Ready Group
(ARG) presence in 3 theaters means that the amphibious force must be

capable of sourcing and rotating 12 ARG's. The big deck amphibious
ship (LHA/LHD/LPH) is the heart of every ARG. Current programming will

result in only 10 big decks in FY-95 and FY-96 because of the early

retirement of 2 LPH's. Delivery of new LHD's in FY-97 and FY-98 will

restore the number to 11. LHD-7 (currently unprogrammed) is required

to restore a 12 big deck force.

The Marine Corps is concerned with the shortfall in amphibious shipping

to support the National Military Strategy and our global commitments.
Early retirements and block obsolescence will sharply reduce the total

number of amphibious ships. Today's 60 ship amphibious fleet will

decline to 49 ships by FY-98 as 19 ships are retired and 8 new ships are

delivered. A total of 45 amphibious ships will retire by FY-08. Without

additional replacements, the amphibious force will decline to 23 ships.

The LX program is designed to replace four current ship classes (LPD,

LSD, LKA, LSI). The Navy's preferred option (LX90I) is an affordable, air

capable, LPD-like ship that is optimized to meet the demands required.

Starting LX in FY-96 as scheduled, and maintaining a 12 big deck
ARG/MEU capability, are critical elements to meeting our Nation's future

amphibious operational requirements.

Marine Corps Position

The issue is more than quantifiable "lift"; the issue is also adequate
numbers of the right types of ships with the right capabilities for

flexibility and utility. Intelligent investment in the amphibious ship

building program is required. Short sighted reductions in building for the

future, accelerated retirement of necessary assets, or ill advised
lessening of capabilities must be avoided.
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EXPEDITIONARY AIRFIELD SYSTEM
Discussion
Marine squadrons have been previously described as units specially

organized, trained, and equipped for expeditionary, flexible basing

operations. With mobile maintenance facilities and rugged aircraft

capable of both sea and hastily constructed runway use, Marine aviation

can transition easily ashore from carrier bases, and can reverse the

procedure. The expeditionary airfield (EAF) system is a significant part of

that versatility.

Specifically, the EAF is a reusable aircraft operations system that

provides each Marine expeditionary force with the capability to rapidly

construct and operate two 72 foot by 3,840 foot stand alone airfields.

Further, the same material can be used to equip existing roads with

8,000 feet of runway lighting, aircraft parking, and maintenance areas, as

well as multiple vertical takeoff/landing (VTOL) pads that measure 96 feet

by 96 feet. These austere airfields are emplaced to accommodate the

entire spectrum of Marine Corps aircraft. The same materials can be

used to repair existing, but damaged airfields, if required.

Major components of the EAF system are AM-2 aluminum matting laid in

an interlocked pattern, visual landing aids, arresting gear, and airfield

lighting. To ensure combat readiness, each MEF has emplaced such a

system full time for the practice of its aircrews and support personnel.

Further, an EAF is being loaded to each Maritime Prepositioning Force

for combat use. The construction methods and materials required for

rapid support of Marine aviation when other airfields are inadequate or

unavailable are unique to the Marine Corps.

Marine Corps Position

The flexibility and operational options provided by the EAF have been
developed to support the unique requirements of naval expeditionary

forces. Marine aviation is tailored to support the intense and timely

needs of the MAGTF, and programs such as the EAF help turn that

concept into proven combat reality.
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POWER PROJECTION CAPABILITIES

Discussion
For the Marine Corps to remain the premier amphibious assault force,

the Nation's power projection capability must be modernized. A robust

ability to project decisive combat power from the sea adds significantly

to our conventional deterrent, and is in concert with the National Military

Strategy. Proliferation of sophisticated threat systems throughout the

world has led to a series of concept-based modernization objectives. The
Marine Corps has developed requirements consistent with our

Operational Maneuver from the Sea concept, and will provide for

assaults to be launched further offshore than currently, with greater

flexibility, speed, and combat power, while simultaneously reducing the

risk to our forces. Critical technological initiatives under way to maintain

and enhance this concept include:

• Advanced Amphibious Assault (AAA) program provides the Marines

with a credible and advanced forcible entry system, combining high

water speed and superior land mobility to fulfill our mission needs in

the 21st century. It will provide a replacement for the AAV7A1 introduced

in 1972, and is discussed in detail in subsequent pages.

• Medium Lift Replacement (MLR) program is designed to replace the

40 year old technology in our current medium-lift assault fleet and the

venerable CH-46 Sea Knight. Details regarding the MLR program are

discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4.

• Shallow Water Mine Countermeasures (SWMCM) program is designed

to develop mine countermeasure systems capable of providing for the

detection and clearance/neutralization of mines and obstacles in the

landing area seaward to a depth of 200 feet and inland to the craft

landing zone. Maturing technology will dramatically improve our

countermine capabilities.

• Naval Surface Fire Support (NSFS) is a critical aspect of amphibious
assault concepts. It serves as the primary means of close-in, indirect

fire support until landing force artillery is established ashore. NSFS
must provide all-weather, around the clock, direct support to MAGTF's.
With the retirement of the last remaining battleship in FY-92, naval

gunfire in support of landing operations currently rests solely on the

limited range and lethality of 5-inch guns.

• M1A1 Main Battle Tank (MBT) is critical to direct fire support for power
projection forces. Our concept requires two active and two reserve tank

battalions, and MPF equipment to support three sets of 58 tanks each.

Marine Corps Position
Operational Maneuver from the Sea provides an expanded dimension of

combat power and survivability to power projection and enabling forces.

Investment initiatives which emphasize surface and vertical assault

tactical mobility, countermine, and fire support capabilities are essential

to successful prosecution of these missions.
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ADVANCED AMPHIBIOUS ASSAULT
(AAA)

Discussion
The Marine Corps' current assault amphibious vehicle, the AAV7A1, was
introduced 20 years ago. A major service life extension program initiated

in 1983, coupled with depot level maintenance programs, has extended

the vehicle's service life until 2004. The AAA Program is intended to provide

the Marine Corps with a system that will fulfill the mission needs of the

Marine Corps during the 2004 to 2030 time frame.

The objective of the AAA program is to obtain the most cost-effective

and operationally suitable vehicle which can lift the surface assault

elements of a MEF from amphibious ships to inland objectives. It will

provide a forcible entry amphibian capability, and serve as the principal

means of tactical surface mobility for the landing force during subsequent
combat operations ashore. The AAA will complement the landing craft air

cushion (LCAC) and the medium lift replacement assault aircraft in

improving the amphibious lift and tactical mobility for Marine forces. It will

contribute to the survivability of the amphibious task force by providing a

significantly faster build up rate of combat power ashore.

Operationally, the AAA will satisfy multiple mission area needs and support

the Marine Corps' concept of Operational Maneuver from the Sea. It will

provide high water speed and uninterrupted maneuver transport of forward

deployed Marine assault forces from amphibious ships located beyond the

horizon to inland objectives. It will also provide land mobility and fire

support to Marine infantry during subsequent operations ashore to include

a nuclear, biological, and chemical environment. The AAA will be the

Marine Corps' principal means of accomplishing surface power projection

and, if necessary, forcible entry against any level of defended coastline.

While the United States cannot expect to gain complete strategic or

operational surprise, the Marine Corps' ability to introduce forces at a time

and place of our choosing gives us a critical tactical advantage.

The AAA program is the only Acquisition Category I program unilaterally

managed by the Marine Corps. It is composed of three significant and
concurrent activities:

• Amphibious Vehicle Technology Base Program

• Studies and analyses that were and are being conducted to

identify the Marine Corps' preferred alternative system

• Contractor Concept Exploration/Definition (CE/D) activities.

Technology Base Program. Initiated in 1982, the purpose of this

program is to: (1) provide the technical foundation for future amphibious
vehicles, and (2) demonstrate the overall feasibility of a high water speed
assault amphibian. Activity over the past ten years has resulted in the

successful development of new track and suspension systems, water jets,

weapon stations, engines, and advanced composite armors. As each
developmental component was completed, it was successively integrated
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into a hierarchy of test vehicles — the Automotive Test Rig and the High
Water Speed Technology Demonstrator — and culminated in the

production of the Propulsion System Demonstrator (PSD). The PSD is

a 29 ton fully armored vehicle that has demonstrated high water
speeds in excess of 32 mph, or 28 knots.

Studies/Analyses. A Mission Area Analysis (MAA) conducted in 1987

identified significant operational deficiencies in the AAV7A1 (water speed,

cross country mobility/agility, firepower, and survivability). A Mission Need
Statement (MNS) was approved by DepSecDef and the USD(A) in 1988. In

1989, the Center for Naval Analyses (CNA) initiated a Cost and
Operational Effectiveness Analysis (COEA) to evaluate 13 potential

alternatives to replace the AAV7A1. Operational effectiveness was
evaluated against non-Soviet threats at all combat levels. The COEA,
completed in March 1991, concluded that the high speed amphibian
(AAAV(F)) was clearly the best performer and the most effective

alternative. During FY-92, an update of the AAA COEA was initiated to

evaluate two new alternatives, incorporate changes in force structures,

and refine the cost data. As part of the update process, the Chief of

Naval Research, Office of Advanced Technology, completed a technical

evaluation of high water speed amphibious vehicle designs. The final

report concluded that the AAA program is technically feasible and
ready to proceed to the demonstration/validation phase of the acquisition

process.

CE/D Activities. Since 1990, General Dynamics/AAI Corporation and
FMC Corporation have been under contract to perform CE/D activities.

Both contractor teams have submitted detailed concept designs for a

high water speed amphibian. Currently, both are performing engineering

and risk reduction projects as part of ongoing concept maturation.

Marine Corps Position

The Marine Corps intends to select an amphibious assault vehicle that

meets operational requirements, and to seek approval for entering the

Demonstration/Validation phase.
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TECHNOLOGY IMPROVEMENTS
Discussion
The Marine Corps conducted a thorough assessment of combat operations

in Operation Desert Storm, as well as Forward Presence and Crisis

Response operations prior to, and after the war. The lessons learned

have been factored into our evaluation of our force structure and have

caused adjustments to Marine Corps modernization needs. The next

program development cycle will fully incorporate all of our operational

experience from the Gulf crisis, remain aware of our amphibious charter,

and provide an integrated long term direction for our continued viability

as a fighting force for the 21st century. The Marine Corps' concept for

Operational Maneuver from the Sea applies the principles of maneuver
warfare to a maritime campaign and serves as the basis for future

developments.

Although the dollars provided by the Congress during the last decade
were applied in a manner consistent with the Marine Corps' austere

reputation, emerging requirements remain to be addressed. Experience in

Southwest Asia highlighted the need for enhanced tactical mobility,

improved communications, greater night vision capabilities,

communications interoperability, and improved target acquisition and
tactical reconnaissance assets. Furthermore, indirect fire support systems
with longer range and greater operational flexibility are required.

Fulfilling requirements against the backdrop of a smaller defense budget
mandates a prudent application of resources. We are exploring various

advanced technologies that appear feasible and will apply procurement

resources only when we can certify that the advantage will produce a

vastly improved enhancement over current capability. We have expanded
our Product Improvement Programs (PIP's) and are employing selective

modifications to existing platforms to generate the greatest improvement
to combat power at the least cost.

We will continue to closely monitor developmental efforts among the

other Services to ensure that we remain interoperable and to reduce the

program costs of our modernization needs.

Marine Corps Position

The Marine Corps remains committed to maintaining its technological

edge as the premier expeditionary force. Maintaining this edge in the

face of significantly reduced resources will be a challenge. Resource
priorities will continue to remain targeted against high payoff areas such
as power projection technologies, command and control systems, and
night fighting capabilities.
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SEALIFT

Discussion

Employment of the three Maritime Prepositioning Force (MPF) squadrons
during Operation Desert Shield/Desert Storm decisively demonstrated
the utility of these expeditionary forces to the Nation. Coupled with fly-in

Marines, MPF provided the first substantial ground defense capability in

theater and the margin of deterrence that discouraged Iraqis from

continuing into Saudi Arabia.

Lessons learned during these operations, including the transition to the

M1A1 tank, revealed the need for a modest increase in MPF lift capacity.

Although the current three MPF squadrons provide our Nation a unique

geo-strategically positioned capability, our MPF enhancement concept

would add an additional ship to each squadron (a total of three new
ships) and significantly enhance Marine Corps expeditionary capabilities.

These ships would be loaded with additional armor, naval support

equipment (NSE), and an expeditionary airfield (EAF). The EAF would
dramatically increase our capability to project combined arms combat
power without dependence on existing airfields.

Strategic mobility shortfalls identified during Operation Desert Shield/

Desert Storm resulted in the congressionally mandated Mobility

Requirements Study (MRS). The MRS recommended a "gap filler" force

for rapid response early in a developing contingency in addition to

strategic sealift enhancements for follow-on heavy forces. This gap filler

force would introduce a significant combat force by about C + 14.

Enhancements to the current USMC MPF provide an opportunity to meet
the prepositioned force requirements identified by the MRS while saving

substantial money. Furthermore, added flexibility could be achieved in

combat, disaster relief, or humanitarian assistance operations. An
alternative MPF enhancement plan could preposition one large "roll-

on/roll-off" vessel in Diego Garcia as a swing ship loaded with armor and
the EAF. This alternative would result in even more dramatic savings than

the three ship option.

The resulting capability (either option) would permit any two MPS sets to

exceed the early force requirement identified in the MRS. No additional

force structure is required. This MPF Enhancement concept is consistent

with "...From the Sea" and improves this capability as well as facilitating

the MRS recommendations.

Marine Corps Position

Procurement of three ships will add additional tanks, expeditionary

airfield capability, and sustainment to the forces available for crisis

response, thus filling a shortfall identified in the recently completed

Mobility Requirements Study.
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TOTAL FORCE QUALITY
Discussion
The Marine Corps is a people intensive and people oriented organization.

Our total budget, including aviation assets, makes up less than 5 percent of

the DoD budget; yet, we provide 13 percent of the Nation's operating forces

and have the highest ratio of combatants to support personnel in DoD.

Among the many reasons for our success in combat, and as an

expeditionary force in readiness, is our commitment to the Total Force

concept. Our active duty Marines, reserve Marines, and civilian employees
work together closely to ensure that we are ready, relevant, and capable.

The validity of a quality force and the concept of "team building" has

been proven repeatedly.

The increasing complexity of today's technology demands highly educated

recruits and officer candidates. These young men and women are some
of the "best and brightest" that our Nation has to offer. Ninety-eight

percent of our enlisted recruits are high school graduates and 70 percent

score above the national average on the Armed Forces Qualification Test.

Similarly, our officer candidates are among the most highly motivated

and best qualified graduates of America's colleges and universities.

We have the best officer to enlisted ratio in DoD (nearly nine enlisted for

every officer). The majority of the enlisted force (68.1 percent) are in the

lower four grades and the rest are sergeants and staff non-commissioned
officers. Similarly, the majority of our officers (72 percent) are in the

grade of Captain or below. The average age of our enlisted Marines is 25.

The officers average 33 years of age.

Historically, our many successes on the battlefield can be attributed to

quality leadership. We expect, and ultimately demand, our career force to

lead, not just follow. From the very first days of recruit or officer

candidate training, we instill confidence in our Marines and expect them
to be competent, intelligent, and morally strong.

We get this quality force by seeking high quality young Americans for

service as U.S. Marines. Downsizing to a smaller Corps demands that

every Marine be multi-talented. As we look to the years ahead, this

requirement will remain.

Reserve Force

By successfully augmenting and reinforcing Marine Corps Active

Component forces during Operation Desert Storm, the Marine Corps
Reserve validated the Corps' Total Force policy. Since then, the

Commandant of the Marine Corps has realigned Reserve functions at

Headquarters, Marine Corps and established the Marine Reserve Force

Command. These enhancements will centralize the functions and
streamline the various staffs of the Marine Corps Reserve.

The Commanding General, Marine Reserve Force maintains readiness by

integrating Active and Reserve Component training. This effort is reinforced
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by the fact that about 30 percent of the enlisted Marines in the Marine

Reserve Force have prior active service. Nearly all the Marine Reserve

Force commissioned officers have prior active service.

Each unit of the Marine Reserve Force has an Active Component staff

that coordinates training matters. Units of the Marine Reserve Force

conduct combined-arms, cold weather, and mountain training that

incorporate ground, air, and logistics units. Units of the Marine Reserve

Force train with Active Component units and use the same training

standards as their Active Component counterparts. Members of the Marine

Reserve Force regularly participate in major joint and combined exercises.

The primary tenets of the National Military Strategy are a regional focus,

responsive and flexible forces, and the capability to adapt to future

threats to our national interests. Therefore, the Marine Corps will

maintain the ability to deploy the Active Component as a rapid response,

combined arms force as well as the ability for Reserve augmentation.

This enhances the value of the Reserve Component as an element of the

Total Force, which remains dependent upon the Marine Corps Reserve for

specific augmentation requirements and long term sustainment.

Civilian Manpower
Our 18,000 civilian "Marines" are a crucial component of our Total Force.

Wherever possible, supporting establishment billets are staffed with

civilians, which frees Marines to fill billets in combat units, thus

enhancing training, readiness, and sustainability. Our civilian personnel

are employed in a wide variety of professional, technical, trade, and
administrative functions, and they provide essential continuity within their

functional areas.

With each civilian supporting more than ten Marines, the Marine Corps
has the leanest civilian manpower in DoD. Streamlining efforts continue

as tighter budgets force further personnel cuts. The magnitude of these

reductions challenge us to find new ways of doing business. The Marine

Corps, therefore, is developing new methods for balancing critical

workload requirements with the available workforce. Initiatives such as

the Manpower Requirements Assessment Survey (MRAS) and the

Manpower Prioritization Process will allow the Marine Corps to develop

the most efficient and effective civilian workforce possible.

Marine Corps Position

The Marine Corps has built an efficient Total Force. Maintaining our

expeditionary readiness is dependent on high quality people, including

both active and reserve Marines, as well as our civilian personnel. These

individuals are the most important facet of our Corps. Their training,

leadership, and quality of life will continue to be of the utmost

importance.
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RECRUITING A QUALITY FORCE
Discussion
A relevant, ready, and capable Marine Corps begins with recruiting. The
perception among the public and some in Government is that a shrinking

military makes recruiting superfluous or, at least, a lot easier. The reality

is that recruiting today is arguably more difficult than at any time since

the beginning of the all volunteer force.

First, the recruiting mission remains sizeable. As a result of congressional

action to maintain Reserve end strength and higher than anticipated

attrition in the active component, FY-93's Total Force recruiting mission

actually increased.

Although the Marine Corps is scaling back, much of the general public

has interpreted downsizing as "going out of business" or "not hiring."

There exists a misconception on how downsizing is accomplished. The
public believes that the Services need only to stop recruiting to reduce in

size. In reality, to preserve future readiness, reductions are achieved by

making vertical cuts. We reach lower end strengths by realizing

reductions at each grade level up the pyramid, thus leaving a substantial

year-to-year requirement for new recruits. Without new recruits today,

there would be a serious void of seasoned NCO's, and company grade

officers in the next century.

Market analysis reveals other dramatic social changes since the

conclusion of Operation Desert Storm. The public support enjoyed by

the military in the aftermath of Operation Desert Storm is being replaced

by questions on the military's role in a post-Cold War world. A soft

economy and election year politics have restored public pressure on the

Government to retrieve a "peace dividend" by scaling back America's

Armed Forces. Declining appropriations for recruiting reflect this pressure.

Furthermore, prospects are now less exposed to positive depictions of

the military through advertising. Over the past several years, recruitment

advertising budgets have declined at a much greater rate than the

number of recruits the Services need. For example, in FY-90, the Services

spent 339 advertising dollars on each recruit. In FY-93, that figure is

down to $232 per recruit.

The net result of these changes is reflected by our latest market tracking

study. It shows a statistically significant decrease in the propensity of

young people to enlist. Now, up to 42 percent of the youth market will

not consider enlistment in any of the Services.

Today's recruiting defines the quality of tomorrow's Marine Corps. As we
proceed toward the 21st century, our investment in high quality recruits

will continue to pay dividends in lower training costs, higher readiness,

and greater flexibility. For the future, therefore, the Marine Corps hedges
against world uncertainty by maintaining a smaller Corps that is both

"tough and smart." To accomplish this, we rely on a well-supported
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recruiting program. Our recruiters are working hard to meet the

challenges and inform the American people that opportunities still exist

in the Marine Corps. Helping them succeed requires adequate funding for

our recruiting and advertising programs.

Marine Corps Position

The Marine Corps' most potent answer to an unpredictable and

potentially turbulent world situation is the individual Marine. A top

priority, therefore, is to continue to recruit many of the Nation's finest

young men and women. To do so, the Marine Corps remains committed

to a strong recruiting program.
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TRAINING A QUALITY FORCE
Discussion
The word "Marine" suggests someone who is self-confident, dedicated,

and prepared. This image does not come easily. It is the result of our

training and educational process that focuses on standards-based

training and continuous learning.

Training: In an era of diminishing resources, it's more important than

ever to train efficiently and effectively while continuing to provide the

Nation with the expeditionary force in readiness it requires. This is

accomplished using the Training Management system, a top-down

process of efficient centralized management and effective decentralized

execution. This system allows Marine leaders to analyze, design, develop,

implement, and evaluate their training, resulting in proactive, well thought

out training that has constancy of purpose.

First and foremost, all Marines must acquire and maintain a solid

foundation in combat skills. We achieve this through our Marine Battle

Skills Training (MBST) program. MBST provides initial training and
reinforcement in basic combat skills throughout every Marine's career.

Whatever the Military Occupational Specialty (MOS), Marines are prepared

for combat by this common core of training.

Secondly, Marines are fully trained in their MOS at Marine Corps and
other Service schools. This ensures that Marines arrive at their units

sufficiently trained and ready to perform.

Lastly, to focus the MBST and MOS training, our Unit Training

Management (UTM) program allows commanders to prepare Marines

specifically for the missions and contingencies assigned to their units.

With the solid foundations provided by MBST, the skills taught by the

MOS schools, and the focus provided by unit training, the Marine Corps
prepares all Marines for the challenges of the future battlefield.

Education: Enhancements to the Marine Corps' Professional Military

Education (PME) programs are now institutionalized. Marines are not only

instructed in the science and skills of war, but also, more importantly, in the

art of warfare.

Commanders, in turn, must decentralize their authority by trusting in their

junior leadership. Staff officers require that same judgment to rapidly

transform operational decisions into concrete actions. Our objective is to

instill initiative and sound military judgment in all Marines, at all levels.

Every Marine is a warrior, and an important part of the military institution

that serves the Nation. PME plays an important role in sustaining that

warrior ethic.

The Marine Corps University (MCU), established in 1989, provides the

structure and policy for the Marine Corps' worldwide PME network,
integrating both resident and nonresident PME programs. Located at
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the Marine Corps Combat Development Command (MCCDC) in Quantico,

Virginia, the MCU is comprised of the Marine Corps War College, Command
and Staff College, School of Advanced Warfighting, Amphibious Warfare

School, Communication Officers School, The Basic School, Officer

Candidates School, SNCO Academy MCCDC, and five affiliated SNCO
academies or NCO schools at other commands.

The Marine Corps Research Center (MCRC), under construction and due
for completion in April of 1993, will function as the hub of University

activities. This facility will dramatically improve the ability of the Marine

Corps to collect, store, retrieve, and disseminate information related to

the profession of arms. The MCRC's optical disk storage and retrieval

capabilities will be integrated with the Marine Corps Data Network

(MCDN), providing Marines worldwide access to this comprehensive
repository of information.

The MCU will continue to act as the focal point for a PME system which

imparts a common base of professional knowledge throughout the Corps.

Several ongoing initiatives, such as accreditation and degree granting

authority and the completion of the MCRC, will bring to fruition the

Marine Corps' vision of the facilities and programs to better educate our

Marines. The goal of our PME program is to produce leaders with the

confidence and vision to exercise sound military judgment in combat.

Marine Corps Position

The Marine Corps believes, as in the past, that sufficient resources and a

concerned emphasis devoted to training and education are well placed

investments for the future.
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QUALITY OF LIFE

Discussion
The Marine Corps continues to emphasize successful quality of life (QOL)

programs that contribute directly to the combat readiness of our force. Our
QOL programs include a variety of family support services, command
religious programs, and military housing. Special programs, such as those

that deal directly with personal and financial problems, have become
especially important to our Marines and their families. The 18 Family

Service Centers, located worldwide, handle hundreds of thousands of

contacts from Marines and family members each year. Of particular note

during the last two and a half years are those programs which deal with

deployment support and transition assistance for separating Marines. As
Marines deployed to Operation Desert Shield/Desert Storm and Operation

Restore Hope, more emphasis was placed on preparing them and their

families for the unique issues of separation and reunion.

With the downsizing of the military, many Service members have faced

the challenge of returning to civilian life earlier than expected. The Marine

Corps is committed to ensuring that those members who have served

honorably are assisted in every way possible in the transition. Our QOL
programs include the following:

• Relocation Assistance

• Exceptional Family Member
• Key Wives Network

• Family Readiness

• Child Development Services

• Family Advocacy

• Financial Counseling

• Command Religious Program

• Employment and Transition Assistance.

These programs provide the unit commander unique resources to address

any personnel challenges proactively. These QOL programs provide a

high return on our investment and contribute to preserving a high state

of manpower readiness.

Family housing is another key QOL component. Our housing programs
are dedicated to providing excellent service to our military members in

their effort to find and live in suitable and affordable housing. These
programs include a commitment to maintaining government-owned property,

revitalizing neighborhoods through repair projects, and providing referral

services.

Marine Corps Position

Successful quality of life programs are vital to combat readiness and the

welfare of our Marines. The Marine Corps is committed to these programs
and will seek new and innovative ways to improve them.
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Since the end of World War II, the United States has used military

force as an instrument of diplomacy in excess of 200 times, not

including the Korean, Vietnam, and Persian Gulf Wars. Of these

occasions, over 80 percent involved naval forces, with the majority of

naval efforts including Marines. Since 1977, naval forces have been called

upon in 71 of the 83 crises involving the use of military force, and since the

last Soviet-U.S. crisis of the Cold War - the downing of KAL 007 in

September 1983 - Marines have been involved in nearly two thirds of U.S.

crisis response activities. These figures do not include the many occasions

when Marines operating independently or as part of a naval task force

have conducted humanitarian missions both at home and abroad.

In the wake of Operation Desert Storm and during a time of military down-
sizing, it might seem appropriate for our Corps to slow down its operational

tempo, to reflect on lessons learned from Southwest Asia and to prepare for

leaner times ahead. Let there be no doubt that these issues are receiving

the appropriate attention from senior agencies within the Marine Corps.

However, it has never been, nor is it now, our nature to rest when there is

a challenge to be met. Our high rate of operational tempo this past year

reflects a great deal of hard work having been accomplished by home
stationed and forward deployed Marines. The exercises and operations

conducted since Desert Storm serve to demonstrate that the Marine Corps

is a READY, RELEVANT, and CAPABLE force.

EXERCISES
During Fiscal Year (FY) 92, Marines participated in over 240 "named"
exercises and countless "unnamed" exercises. Marines have trained in

every "Clime and Place" this past year, from the snow and ice of Norway
to the heat and sand of Kuwait. Exercises have included such names as

Cobra Gold (Thailand), Display Determination (Turkey), UNITAS (South

America), West African Training Cruise (Africa), Focus Lens (Korea),

Teamwork (Norway), and Tandem Thrust (California) to name only a few.

These exercises, and many others like them, provide a range of training and
self-evaluation that covers the spectrum from individual Marine fighting

skills to enhancing the deployment capability of a Marine Expeditionary

Force (MEF). In many cases, they also provide an opportunity for

Marines to train in the joint and combined arenas.

This past year, Marine forces participated in exercises with each of the

three Maritime Prepositioning Force (MPF) squadrons following a
configuration of the MPF ships to support a new force modular concept.

These exercises, Ocean Venture, Native Fury, and Freedom Banner were
the first conducted using the prepositioned equipment and supplies

since the MPF's highly successful use in Desert Shield/Desert Storm.
The force modular concept is designed to increase the flexibility of the MPF
program. One ship in each squadron contains the force module which,
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when supported by a Fly-in Echelon Unit (FIE) of Marines and Sailors,

provides the CINC's with a Marine Expeditionary Unit (MEU) size force

package. A Marine expeditionary force can also be configured using

three Maritime Prepositioning Force (MPF) ships alone or integrating two
MPF's with an existing Amphibious Ready Group (ARG). These force

modules (in addition to forward deployed MEU's) further enhance the

ability of Naval Expeditionary Forces to respond to CINC requirements.

Marines from the Fleet Marine Force (FMF), Marine Reserve Forces, and

the Supporting Establishment have also been actively engaged in

providing assistance to the nation's "War on Drugs." Marines have

participated in over 70 counter drug (CD) missions along the U.S.

Southwest border during FY-92 in support of Joint Task Force Six (JTF-6).

Individual Marines and units that are assigned to these CD missions

perform a supporting role to both local and federal law enforcement

agencies who are responsible for making apprehensions and/or arrests of

suspected traffickers.

Typical Marine support missions have included: Listening Posts/Observation

Posts (LP/OP), engineer small construction projects, diver hull inspections,

vehicle cargo inspections, linguist support, intelligence analysis support,

and ground based radar support.

The Marine Corps has also been proactive in supporting USCINCSO's
efforts to deny the importation of drugs into the U.S. by stopping

exportation at the source in Latin America. The Marine Corps supports

this mission primarily via Mobile Training Teams (MTT's) that are provided

to assist in the training of host nation military organizations which have

a counter drug mission. Marine CD MTT's have been conducted in the

following subject areas: riverine operations, ground based radars,

intelligence support planning, OV-10 aircraft maintenance, integrated

logistics support, and staff planning instructions.

In addition to conducting MTT's, the Marine Corps conducted 14 CD
Deployments for Training (DFT) to Latin America. During FY-92, Marine

units have conducted DFT's in the following countries: Colombia, Peru,

Bolivia, Panama, Venezuela, Argentina, and Ecuador. Latin American
DFT's were conducted in riverine, ground reconnaissance, and engineer

operations and were designed to enable the Marine Corps to better

conduct future CD MTT's in support of host nation training requirements

in expeditionary environments.

During Desert Storm and continuing to the present, Amphibious Ready
Group (ARG) Alpha was redirected from its normal presence in the Pacific

to the U.S. Central Command area of responsibility (AOR). Planning

began, to activate a seventh standing Marine Expeditionary Unit (MEU)

Command Element (CE) to fill the void in the Pacific. The MEU's shipping

is drawn from the former Amphibious Ready Group Bravo ships plus the

USS Belleau Wood (LHA) which recently changed homeport from
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California to Sasebo, Japan. In mid-September 1992, the 31st MEL) CE
activated on Okinawa. The 31st MEL) becomes the Marine Corps' seventh

standing MEU CE adding to the three MEU's (11th, 13th, 15th) under

I MEF at Camp Pendleton, California, and three other MEU's (22d, 24th,

26th) under II MEF at Camp Lejeune, North Carolina.

OPERATIONS
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In addition to conducting what some might consider our traditional roles

and missions around the world (amphibious ready forces, Forward
Presence, security duties), Marines have, on numerous occasions, been
called upon to perform "additional duties" in times of need. Sometimes
being referred to as the Nation's "911 force," these calls for help have

served to illustrate the diversity and depth of Marine preparedness; one
of our greatest strengths. Since Desert Storm, Marines have found

themselves providing disaster relief, humanitarian assistance, and
evacuating American and allied citizens from hazardous situations. The
following is a review of many of the operations Marines have participated

since Marine forces in Southwest Asia were deactivated:

Operation Provide Comfort

In the Spring of 1991, Iraq began a campaign to suppress dissident

factions in areas of northern Iraq. This campaign resulted in human
rights abuses against the civilian population. Large numbers of displaced

civilians having fled toward the Turkish-Iraqi border were in dire need of

humanitarian assistance including food, water, shelter, and medical

support. The 24th MEU(SOC), while conducting a six month deployment,

was called upon to assist U.S. relief efforts to refugees in Turkey. In

addition to supporting food distribution, Marines were called upon to

establish several temporary refugee camps in northern Iraq. From April to

October, various Marine units participated in Operation Provide Comfort.

Operation Guantanamo

As a result of a political upheaval in the Republic of Haiti, thousands
of Haitians, fearing for their lives, fled Haiti by boat for the U.S. On
22 November, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff issued an

execute order for Operation Safe Harbor, later to be changed to

Operation Guantanamo. This operation would provide temporary

emergency humanitarian assistance and increased security in support

of the Haitian boat people at Naval Base Guantanamo. Commanding
General, 2d Force Service Support Group (Brigadier General G.H. Walls,

Jr., USMC) was designated as the Commander Joint Task Force. With

the assistance of U.S. Navy and Coast Guard ships, Haitians began to

flow into Guantanamo Bay. A tent city was established to house the

migrants. At their peak, the temporary camps at GTMO held over 15,000

Haitians seeking entrance into the United States. Since November 1991,

over 10,500 Haitians have been granted access to the U.S. while nearly

28,000 were repatriated back to Haiti. On 31 January 1992, the U.S.

Supreme Court issued a decision which permitted the involuntary

repatriation of migrants back to Haiti. This involved the movement of

approximately 2,000 migrants per week back to Haiti via U.S. Coast

Guard cutters. Operation Guantanamo although downsized, continues

to support a group of nearly 300 migrants.
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Operation Garden Plot

In May 1992, civil law and order seriously deteriorated in Los Angeles,

California, following the Rodney King trial verdict, endangering life and

property and disrupting normal government functions. As a result, the

Department of Defense was called upon to assist local law enforcement

authorities in Los Angeles. On 1 May, elements of I MEF (SPMAGTF Los

Angeles (LA)) began deploying as part of Joint Task Force (LA), to assist

in reestablishing law and order to Los Angeles. On 9 May, following LA's

return to "normal business," SPMAGTF (LA) began redeployment back to

Camp Pendleton.

Operation Water Pitcher

In May 1992, Chuuk Island inhabitants found themselves facing severe

drought conditions when annual rainfall fell dramatically below normal

levels. Commander U.S. Naval Forces Marianas was directed to

coordinate military relief efforts to help aid the State of Chuuk. Ill MEF
deployed 72 Marines and with the aid of a Maritime Prepositioning Ship

(MV Lopez), provided much needed water to the Island.

Operation Provide Promise

In early July 1992, the U.S. began the transportation of relief supplies

from Germany to the city of Sarajevo in what is now Bosnia/Herzegovina.

Although Marines are not directly assigned to the operation, the 26th

MEU(SOC), while deployed to the Mediterranean, provided assistance to

the operation by placing search and rescue (SAR) assets in the Adriatic

Sea in support of the operation. On 3 September, these SAR assets were

called upon to search for an Italian cargo plane that had crashed while

flying relief supplies into Sarajevo. While elements of the MEU were
providing a SAR capability to Operation Provide Promise, the remainder

of the MEU was carrying out the unit's assigned schedule of exercises

and port visits.

Operation Provide Relief

As part of a global effort to ease mass starvation in Kenya and Somalia,

the U.S. commenced Operation Provide Relief in August 1992. In late

August, a JTF under the command of Brigadier General F Libutti (USMC),
arrived in Mombasa, Kenya. Before the month came to an end, Air Force

C-130's were transporting relief supplies from Mombasa to sites in

northern Kenya and southern Somalia. In September, a 500 man Pakistani

security force deployed to Mogadishu, Somalia to assist in relief efforts.

To provide assistance to the Pakistani contingent, if it became necessary,

the 11th MEU(SOC) was positioned off the coast of Somalia until relieved

on station by the follow-on MEU.
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Hurricane Andrew Relief Operations

On 26 August 1992, Hurricane Andrew hit the east coast of Florida

centering near Homestead. This would be the first of three natural

disasters, in less than three weeks, that required humanitarian relief

assistance from Marines. Reserve Marines from 4th ANGLICO, 6th Motor
Transport Battalion and 4th Assault Amphibian Battalion provided some
of the first military assistance to the area. On 28 August, II MEF began
deploying elements of Special Purpose Marine Air Ground Task Force

(SPMAGTF) Dade County, the Marine component to Joint Task Force

Miami. The Marine mission was to construct and maintain two 2,500 man
tent compounds, establish a self-supporting twenty bed clinical facility

for triage and immediate medical care, and to provide security and
protect government property. The two tent compounds located at Harris

Field in Homestead, Florida, and Krome Ave in Florida City were

constructed from the same assets used only a few months earlier to

support the Haitian population being housed at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.

At their peak, the two tent camp sites also known as life support centers,

housed and supported over 2,000 civilians made homeless by the storm.

In addition, Marines assisted in the distribution of supplies, provided

electrical power support to local schools and power companies,
completed road repairs, aided various civilian relief agencies, and
provided clean-up assistance where needed.

Typhoon Omar Relief Operations

Two days after Hurricane Andrew hit Florida, Typhoon Omar with winds
gusting to 145 knots, passed over the north end of the Island of Guam.
Although personal injury was minimal, there was extensive damage to

residential areas and military facilities. On 28 August, USCINCPAC
established JTF Marianas to support disaster relief on Guam. Marines

from 1st MEB were prepared to depart, at first light on 29 August from

Hickam Air Force Base in Hawaii, to assist the JTF and the Marine

Barracks located on the island. The Marines' first priority was to offload

equipment from the MV Lummus, a Maritime Prepositioning Force ship,

that would assist in the relief efforts. Some of the high priority items to

be offloaded included generators, reverse osmosis water purification units

(ROWPU), water trailers, and field light sets. Initial relief efforts to Guam
concentrated on the restoration of power and water services. Equipment
from the Lummus provided invaluable assistance. In addition, Navy and
Marine engineers constructed a tent city, repaired schools and aided in

the general clean-up of the island. The JTF was disestablished on
19 September 1992.
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Hurricane Iniki Relief Operations

Once again Marines were called upon to provide relief efforts in the wake
of a natural disaster. On 12 September, Hurricane Iniki struck the Hawaiian

Island of Kauai resulting in an estimated 30 percent of the island's

civilian housing being damaged, and some areas reporting as high as 90

percent damage. That same day JTF Hawaii was formed and Marines

from 1st MEB prepared generators, bulldozers, forklifts, trucks, ROWPU's,
MRE's and Marine muscle for deployment. The USS Belleau Wood (LHA)

transported Marine and Army heavy equipment from Oahu to Kauai,

provided command and control capability and medical augmentation to

the relief effort. The JTF was disestablished on 6 October.

Operation Restore Hope

Somalia. (4 Dec 92 -) Although the operation is in progress and

incomplete, it demonstrates both our capabilities and versatility.

GARDEN PLOT

MAY 92

CIVIL LAW ASSIST

GUANTANAMO
NOV 91 - PRESENT
HAITIAN MIGRANT

ASSIST

*s* TYPHOON OMAR

RESTORE HOPE

WATER PITCHER

-JUN 92

HUMANITARIAN ASSIST
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CONCLUSION
The United States Marine Corps is a unique American military

organization; frequently a CINC's force of choice in a crisis. We are

forward deployed, often in position as a crisis is unfolding. Additionally,

we stand ready to deploy additional forces or reinforce with MPF's
quickly, effectively, and with the flexibility to deal with diverse and

sometimes multiple situations. In addition to the quick response

capabilities of our forward deployed MEU's and MPF's, the sea-based

MEU's have the ability to operate without access to land bases which

provides a high degree of selectivity as to when, where, and what force

is to be employed. This tremendous political and military capability is not

offered by other United States military Services. With a continued

emphasis on joint and combined operations, the Marine Corps/Navy team
will play an increasingly vital role to our Nation's security and crisis

response needs of the future.
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This chapter provides background information regarding specific

key programs being pursued by the Marine Corps, or acquired by

the the Navy, to improve the overall capabilities of the MAGTF.
These programs enhance the existing flexibility and capabilities

of our Marine and naval expeditionary forces for the existing world

environment.
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Medium Lift Replacement (MLR) Aircraft

DESCRIPTION: The MLR is the program name given to the aircraft

which will replace the Corps' aging CH-46E and CH-53D force. Although
the exact type of aircraft is undetermined, MLR will be a medium lift

aircraft configured for the transport of troops, equipment, and cargo. It

will be capable of carrying 24 combat equipped Marines or a 10,000

pound external load, cruising at 250 knots (275 knots dash speed), and
self deploying 2,100 nautical miles unrefueled.

PROCUREMENT PROFILE: TBD

OPERATIONAL IMPACT: The MLR will be the backbone of the Corps'

assault support force as it enters the 21st century. It will provide the

MAGTF with an assault support aircraft with the speed, endurance, and
battlefield survivability needed to fight and win on tomorrow's battlefield.

The MLR represents a significant improvement in tactical capability. A
replacement for this critical component of our operational concept is

our highest priority.

PROGRAM STATUS: In 1990, the Institute of Defense Analysis (IDA)

conducted and completed a Cost and Operational Effectiveness Analysis

(COEA) to evaluate all reasonable alternatives including the MV-22,

CH-53E, BV-360, EH-101, CH-47X, CH-46X, and CH-60 aircraft. The COEA
concluded that the MV-22 was the most capable and cost-effective

alternative. The Secretary of the Navy (SECNAV) directed the Marine

Corps to complete a MLR Operational Requirement Document (ORD) that

a helicopter alternative could meet. The Marine Corps completed the

MLR ORD in December 1991, with a final revision in May 1992. SECNAV
directed a second MLR COEA in October 1992, which will examine tilt-

rotor, modified helicopter, and new development helicopter technologies.

The COEA final report will be completed in December 1993. Efforts

continue to satisfy the requirements of this vital mission need.

DEVELOPER/MANUFACTURER: TBD
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AV-8B Harrier

DESCRIPTION: The AV-8B is a single seat, transonic, vectored-thrust, light

attack aircraft capable of increased payloads, range, endurance, and
improved reliability and maintainability over the AV-8A. The Vertical/Short

Take Off and Landing (V/STOL) design gives it the capability to operate from

a variety of land- and sea-based areas. It is configured with the Angle

Rate Bombing System (ARBS) which provides an extremely accurate first

pass attack capability and high kill probability through the use of passive

laser spot or TV tracking. The last 27 aircraft to be delivered under the

current contract will be fitted with the APG-65 radar in addition to the

night attack capability now being installed.

DELIVERY PROFILE: FY-93

Quantity:

FY-94

18

OPERATIONAL IMPACT: The MAGTF has limited assets of organic

artillery and tanks, relying on its complementary aviation assets to provide

required fire support. The V/STOL capability of the AV-8B is well suited

for providing dedicated close air support to Marine ground forces. The
AV-8B offers a quantum leap forward in basing options. It can operate

from ships as small as a LPH, from rapidly built expeditionary airfields,

from forward sites like roads, and even from damaged conventional

airfields. The addition of night attack and radar capabilities allows the

AV-8B to be even more responsive to the ground commander's needs.

PROGRAM STATUS: The AV-8B is intended to remain in service until

the introduction of a replacement aircraft around the year 2010. The
Department of the Navy is researching several options to sustain the

AV-8B inventory, including additional procurement or remanufacture. The
latter would involve incorporation of various safety improvements, service

life renewal, and incorporation of radar and night attack capability into

all of our existing inventory. Seventy-three aircraft are programmed for

remanufacture from FY-96 through FY-99.

DEVELOPER/MANUFACTURER: McDonnell Douglas
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F/A-18 "Hornet"

DESCRIPTION: The F/A-18 Hornet is a twin engine, supersonic strike

fighter aircraft. It fulfills both air-to-air and air-to-ground mission require-

ments and can be operated from conventional airfields, expeditionary

airfields, or from aircraft carriers. The aircraft incorporates state-of-the-art

technology such as digital fly by wire flight controls, multi-mode radar,

and lightweight composites. F/A-18C's delivered since FY-90 have an

increased night and marginal weather capability incorporated, which
includes a color digital moving map display, Night Vision Goggle
compatible lighting, and Forward Looking Infrared (FLIR) sensors. A two
seat version, the F/A-18D, incorporates all the warfighting capabilities of

the F/A-18C and will include a tactical reconnaissance capability.

PROCUREMENT PROFILE: FY-94 FY-95 FY-96

Quantity: (DON/USMC) 36 36 36

NOTE: The USMC share of new aircraft varies based on transition schedules.

OPERATIONAL IMPACT: The F/A-18C provides a modern multi-

mission offensive and antiair capability for the MAGTF. The F/A-18D is

replacing the RF-4B, OA-4/TA-4, and A-6E, and provides the MAGTF with a

platform capable of tactical reconnaissance and tactical air control while

retaining the offensive and defensive antiair capabilities of the F/A-18C.

Advanced avionics allow the pilot to navigate accurately, to strike or

image enemy ground targets, and to destroy enemy aircraft. The
maintainability and multi-mission capability make it particularly well

suited to the needs of the MAGTF in an austere expeditionary

environment.

PROGRAM STATUS: Standup of three West Coast F/A-18D squadrons
is complete. The East Coast (Beaufort, South Carolina) will stand up a

total of three squadrons as well, one per year beginning in FY-93.

DEVELOPER/MANUFACTURER: McDonnell Douglas



CH-53E "Super Stallion"

DESCRIPTION: This 3 engine, heavy helicopter is designed to lift 16

tons over a 50 nautical mile combat radius using a dual point pendant

system. It has a 7 blade, 79 foot diameter main rotor head and a canted

20 foot diameter tail rotor. This shipboard compatible assault support

helicopter is used for the movement of internal cargo, the recovery of

tactical aircraft, and the external lifting of heavy weapons and
equipment.

PROCUREMENT PROFILE: FY-94 FY-95 FY-96

Quantity: 12 4

OPERATIONAL IMPACT: The CH-53E is the Marine Corps' only_ heavy

lift support helicopter. The CH-53E, along with the MLR and the LCAC,

form the cornerstone of an assault support force required for the tactical

movement of heavy weapons and equipment during amphibious assaults

and subsequent operations ashore, or during expeditionary operations.

The CH-53E provides the MAGTF commander the operational flexibility to

reposition artillery and LAV's, recover heavy equipment and aircraft, and
deliver supplies and fuel to forward sites. The ability to self-deploy by

use of air refueling enhances its deployment capability in support of

worldwide operations.

PROGRAM STATUS: Additional procurement will be required to meet
the Marine Corps' heavy lift procurement objective of 178 aircraft.

DEVELOPER/MANUFACTURER: Sikorsky Aircraft
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AH-IW "Super Cobra"

DESCRIPTION: The AH-1W is a multi-mission, two place (pilot and
gunner/copilot), twin engine attack helicopter capable of land- or sea-

based operations. Its mission is to provide close-in fire support and fire

support coordination under day/night and adverse weather conditions.

Additional mission tasks include: armed escort for assault transport

helicopters; point target/antiarmor operations; anti-helicopter operations;

and armed and visual reconnaissance. The AH-1W has a turreted 20mm
gun and is capable of firing rockets and a wide variety of precision-

guided weapons including TOW/HELLFIRE (antiarmor), SIDEWINDER
(antiair), and SIDEARM (antiradar). The AH-1W Night Targeting System will

incorporate a Forward Looking Infrared (FLIR) sensor, video camera,

automatic target tracking, and laser range finder/designator to provide

night/adverse weather TOW and HELLFIRE capability.

PROCUREMENT PROFILE: FY-94 FY-95 FY-96

Quantity: 12 12 12

OPERATIONAL IMPACT: The AH-1W is the Marine Corps' only attack

helicopter. The multi-mission versatility of the Super Cobra provides the

MAGTF commander with a significant force multiplier in both offensive

and defensive ground combat. Improved night attack capability provided

by the Night Targeting System is critical for around the clock, close-in

fire support.

PROGRAM STATUS: In addition to AH-1W new procurement, 42

AH-1T's have been funded for conversion to AH-1W which will bring the

total funded inventory to 120 AH-1W's to support seven active duty

squadrons, including one training squadron. Additional procurement is

required to meet the Marine Corps' minimum attack requirement for the

active/reserve squadrons plus training.

DEVELOPER/MANUFACTURER: Bell Helicopter Textron
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JAVELIN (Formerly AAWS-M)
DESCRIPTION: The JAVELIN is a medium-range, man portable, "fire-and-

forget" weapon system which will replace the DRAGON antiarmor missile

system. JAVELIN will satisfy an operational requirement to provide

increased reliability, higher hit/kill probability, and greater effective range

(2000m + ) against current and future armored threats. JAVELIN uses an

infrared, fire-and-forget seeker, coupled with an advanced warhead and

top attack missile trajectory to provide its lethality. It can be fired from

fighting positions and enclosures, which make it an effective system for

employment in urban terrain, as well as in more open areas.

PROCUREMENT PROFILE: FY-94 FY-95 FY-96

Quantity:

Command Launch Unit 48

Missiles 385

OPERATIONAL IMPACT: The Marine Corps has a continuing urgent

requirement for a man portable, antiarmor weapon system capable of

engaging and defeating the enemy armor threat. JAVELIN will replace

the DRAGON medium antitank weapon system, which is ineffective

against the improved conventional and reactive armor on existing threat

vehicles. The TOW, our heavy antiarmor weapon, while capable, is not

man portable.

PROGRAM STATUS: The U.S. Army and the Marine Corps are jointly

participating in the development of the JAVELIN with the Army as the

lead Service. Currently, the program is in Engineering and Manufacturing

Development with an expected Operational Test Evaluation in FY-93. The
Marine Initial Operating Capability (IOC) will not occur until FY-97.

DEVELOPER/MANUFACTURER: Texas Instruments and Martin Marietta
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Nuclear, Biological and Chemical (NBC)

Defense Program Highlights

DESCRIPTION: The Marine Corps is pursuing a number of enhancements
that will increase the effectiveness of personnel within an NBC environ-

ment. Over the past decade, there has been a proliferation of chemical

and biological agents, and our forces must be able to defend themselves

and continue to operate within this environment. Several ongoing efforts

are listed below:

FY-94 FY-95 FY-96

30,000 52,088 Complete

277,069 Complete —
46,000 50,000

221

1,000 967 Complete

288 298 Unk

164,726 Complete —
60 60

10,000 5,000 5,000

50,000 50,000 50,000

4,000 4,000 Complete

PROCUREMENT PROFILE:

M40 Field Protective Mask w/Canister

M40 Second Skin

Laser Inserts for M40 Masks

Chemical Agent Monitor (CAM)

Individual Chemical Agent Detector (ICAD)

Portable Collective Protection

System (PCPS)

Skin Decontamination Kit, M291

NBC Hazard Warning System

Voice Communication Adapter

Green Vinyl Overshoe (GVO)

M11 "Stretch" Decontamination Apparatus

OPERATIONAL IMPACT: The equipment being fielded will ensure

fighting ability in all environments. The M40 Mask with canister will

provide significant improvement over the current system with an

ambidextrous mounted filter canister and a second skin which will prevent

chemical agents from entering the face blank of the mask.

The Voice Communications Adapter provides effective voice communications
between masked personnel. New NBC protective overgarments (scheduled

for delivery in FY-93 through FY-95) will provide less heat stress in

hot climates.

The ICAD will alert Marines to take appropriate action in the presence

of chemical vapors; the CAM determines whether decontamination is

required or successful; the M291 provides a one step, rapid skin

decontamination capability; and the M11 provides units with hasty

decontamination capabilities. The PCPS provides a rest and relief

environment for personnel operating in contaminated environments.

All the above equipment is more easily maintained and more reliable

than the equipment replaced. Marines must have the capability to

conduct extended operations in an NBC environment.

DEVELOPER/MANUFACTURER: Principal Design Activity -

Chemical Research, Development and Engineering Center (CRDEC),

Natick RD&E Center
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Advanced Amphibious Assault (AAA)

Program

DESCRIPTION: The goal of the AAA Program is to provide the Marine

Corps with a system which supports the Operational Maneuver from the

Sea concept. The AAA enables Marines to move rapidly ashore and

provides battlefield mobility, armor protection, and firepower. The product

of the AAA Program will complement the landing craft air cushion

(LCAC), the utility landing craft (LCU), and medium lift assault aircraft in

improving amphibious lift and tactical mobility for the MAGTF.

PROCUREMENT PROFILE: TBD

OPERATIONAL IMPACT: The AAA will satisfy multiple mission needs

by providing: (1) mobility, firepower, and armor protection to embarked
personnel during the ship-to-shore portion of an amphibious assault and

(2) battlefield mobility during subsequent operations ashore. The AAA's
inherent characteristics allow the uninterrupted movement of the surface

assault forces from ships over the horizon to inland objectives throughout

the area of operations. Its speed on land and in the water, firepower, and
armor protection will permit both forcible entry of naval expeditionary

forces against opposed landing zones and the agility to flank or avoid

opposition if operationally feasible. This technological leap will

significantly enhance the viability of the Marine Corps/Navy amphibious
assault capability and improve the overall tactical mobility of

expeditionary forces.

PROGRAM STATUS: The AAA Program was approved by the Defense

Acquisition Board as a major new start and entered the Concept
Exploration Phase during October 1989. The AAA Program office is

currently exploring the various system, concept, and doctrine alternatives

which may fulfill the Marine Corps' future amphibious assault

requirements. CNA completed the COEA update, and the final report will

be published in the 2nd Quarter of FY-93. The Chief of Naval Research,

Office of Advanced Technology, completed an independent evaluation of

the program's technical feasibility and risk, and concluded that the AAA
program is ready to proceed to the demonstration/validation phase of the

acquisition process. The acquisition documentation required for a

Milestone I review in 1993 is being compiled. The AAA program will take

amphibious operations into the 21st century. It provides a modern
amphibious assault vehicle with both high water speed and superior land

performance.

DEVELOPER/MANUFACTURER: TBD
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AAA (FMC Corporation)

AAA (General Dynamics Land System)
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Antipersonnel Obstacle Breaching

System (APOBS)

DESCRIPTION: APOBS is a portable, two man system employed in

combat to breach lanes through wire and antipersonnel mines. Weighing
120 pounds, APOBS can be employed in 30 to 60 seconds to breach a

1 meter by 45 meter path while providing a 25 meter safe standoff

distance for the beaching team. APOBS will replace the M1A2 Bangalore

Torpedo Demolition Kit.

A two man team encounters a wire obstacle, places the system in the

firing position, and activates the rocket motor. The rocket accelerates

rapidly pulling the fuse and line charge behind it. Normal deployment wil

place the last grenade of the line charge approximately 25 meters

forward of the firing position. The fuse is activated by the force exerted

by the rocket motor. A delay detonator inside the fuse allows the line

charge to be deployed over the obstacle before detonation.

PROCUREMENT PROFILE: FY-94

Quantity:

FY-95

1,134

FY-96

402

OPERATIONAL IMPACT: APOBS will significantly improve the standoff

breaching capability of infantry and combat engineer elements against

antipersonnel mines and wire obstacles. One APOBS creates a breach

lane equivalent to three bangalore torpedo demolition kits weighing

594 pounds, taking in excess of one hour to deploy, and requiring four

men. APOBS takes two men 30 to 60 seconds and provides a 25 meter

standoff.

PROGRAM STATUS: APOBS is currently in the Engineering and
Manufacturing Development Phase. Transition to the Production and
Deployment Phase is scheduled for 1st Quarter, FY-94. The APOBS
Operational Test and Evaluation was completed in December 1992.

DEVELOPER/MANUFACTURER: Naval Surface Warfare Center;

Coastal Systems Station, Crane Division, Indian Head Division, and White

Oak Detachment
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Pedestal Mounted STINGER (PMS)

DESCRIPTION: The PMS consists of a fire control module which
includes a rotatable turret with two missile launching platforms (each

containing four ready-to-fire STINGER missiles), a .50 caliber machine
gun, and a gunner's station mounted on a HMMWV. The system,

nicknamed "AVENGER," incorporates a Forward Looking Infrared (FLIR)

sensor to provide for day/night and adverse weather target tracking. A laser

range finder provides target range for the missile solution and ensures

engagements are conducted within the missile envelope. An operator's

display and controls provide the interface to control engagements,

monitor system status, and receive, display, and transmit information. A
separate remote control unit allows operation of the system up to 50

meters away, enhancing crew survivability in a static employment.

PROCUREMENT PROFILE: FY^ FY-95 FY-96

Quantity: 24 24 16

OPERATIONAL IMPACT: PMS will fulfill the requirement for a mobile,

low altitude, air defense system capable of rapid deployment and 24 hour

operations. It will improve engagement time, increase firepower, reduce

displacement time, and provide a night engagement capability. Its shoot-

on-the-move capability will add a new dimension to short range air defense.

PROGRAM STATUS: PMS is currently in production for the U.S. Army
as an NDI system. The Marine Corps participated in R&D with the Army
and testing was completed with successful results. An IOC of FY-94 is

planned.

DEVELOPER/MANUFACTURER: Boeing Aerospace Corporation
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Advance Countermine System (ACS)

DESCRIPTION: The ACS is an explosive mine neutralization system

capable of providing clear paths through modern minefields. This system

is a dual rocket motor employed explosive net 8 meters wide and 100

meters long. The explosive net consists of 28,000 evenly spaced
munitions which are initiated by detonation cord. Total system weight is

approximately 4,000 pounds. The munitions destroy the threat mines
independent of the fusing by detonating the main explosive charge. ACS
can be employed in less than 60 seconds after identifying the minefield.

PROCUREMENT PROFILE: PMC funding is available in FY-99.

OPERATIONAL IMPACT: Mine warfare has become an inexpensive

but formidable threat in some Third World countries. With the

advancement of technology in mine warfare characterized by off-route

mines, non-metallic and blast-hardened mines, and mines with

sophisticated fuses and vehicle sensors, currently fielded mine
countermeasure systems no longer provide an adequate capability. The
Marine Corps requires enhanced capability to neutralize modern antitank

mines. The ACS will provide an in-stride capability to sustain tactical

speed and mobility during the amphibious assault and subsequent
operations ashore. Current explosive minefield breaching capabilities are

directed at single impulse, pressure fused mines only.

PROGRAM STATUS: The ACS is currently in the Concept Exploration

and Definition of development. A Milestone I decision is planned for the

4th Quarter FY-94. Plans are for this program to become a joint U.S.

Army/USMC program, with the U.S. Army being the lead Service.

DEVELOPER/MANUFACTURER: Development of the ACS is being

accomplished by the Naval Surface Warfare Center; Indian Head Division.

Manufacturer is still to be determined.
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Tactical Electronic Reconnaissance

Processing and Evaluation System

(TERPES)

DESCRIPTION: TERPES is a component of the Marine Air-Ground

Intelligence System (MAGIS). It processes electronic intelligence (ELINT) data

collected from the EA-6B aircraft and correlates it with ELINT from the Tactical

Receive Equipment (TRE) system. This data is fused with the Electronic Order

of Battle (EOB) to provide enemy radar locations to the command, control,

and intelligence elements of the MAGTF. The data also provides EW strike

mission intelligence support to the Aviation Combat Element.

PROCUREMENT PROFILE: FY-94 FY-95 FY-96

Phase III upgrade: 5

OPERATIONAL IMPACT:
The EA-6B/TERPES is the Marine

Corps' organic asset for processing

tactical ELINT data. This data

provides the MAGTF with ELINT and
EOB information required to perform

successful planning for strike

missions. Programmed upgrades will

provide a near real-time processing

capability of time sensitive

intelligence. The upgrade will also

allow the use of the Military

Integrated Intelligence Data

System (MUDS) provided by Defense

Intelligence Agency (DIA). This

product improvement will allow

near real-time communication data

link capability with the EA-6B and
TRE. Further, using the Rapid

Information Management System as

the communications processor

allows TERPES to interface with a

host of other joint and DoD
intelligence systems.

PROGRAM STATUS: The TERPES program is on schedule. Phase
was fielded in August 1992. Phase III FOC is 2nd Quarter FY-93. The
TERPES Phase IV update planning began 1st Quarter FY-93.
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"WASP" Class (LHD)

DESCRIPTION: The WASP class (LHD) is a multipurpose amphibious
assault ship. The ship's primary mission is to embark, deploy, and land

elements of a Marine landing force in an amphibious assault by

helicopters, landing craft, amphibious vehicles, or a combination of

methods. The LHD class has a secondary/convertible mission for sea
control.

PROCUREMENT PROFILE: FY-95 FY-96 FY-97

1Quantity:

OPERATIONAL IMPACT: Amphibious forces, a vital component of the

naval expeditionary capability, provide a unique flexibility to the National

Command Authorities. The LHD class ship amplifies this capability, as it

increases the total lift capacity by providing both a flight deck for

helicopters and V/STOL aircraft and a well deck for both air cushioned

and conventional landing craft. The LHD is the centerpiece of the

Amphibious Ready Group (ARG) that transports these forces. The
contributions of forward deployed forces clearly demonstrate the resolve

and commitment of our Nation, and are possible by the continued

support of amphibious building and modernization plans.

PROGRAM STATUS: Contract awards for five LHD's have been
awarded for construction. LHD 1 (USS WASP) was commissioned on 29

July 1989. LHD 2 (USS ESSEX) was commissioned on 24 August 1991.

LHD 3 (USS KEARSARGE) keel was laid in February 1990; and LHD-4
(USS BOXER) keel was laid in April 1991. A fifth LHD (USS BATAAN) was
contracted in December 1991. A sixth ship was appropriated and
contracted in FY-93. Seven LHD's are required to support forward

presence missions.

DEVELOPER/MANUFACTURER: Ingalls Shipbuilding
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LX

DESCRIPTION: The LX is envisioned to be an LPD-like ship, optimized

for operational flexibility and the lift requirements for the MAGTF. The
notional LX, as developed in the 1990 DON Integrated Amphibious
Operations and USMC Air Support Requirements Study, will carry 700
troops and have a capacity of 25,000 square feet and 25,000 cubic feet

of cargo.

PROCUREMENT PROFILE: FY-94 FY-95 FY-96

Quantity: 1

OPERATIONAL IMPACT: Current emphasis on regional contingencies

and rapid deployment by the Marine Corps/Navy team increases the

importance of amphibious lift assets. To overcome future block

obsolescence shortfalls caused by retirements of LPD's, LST's, LKA's,

and older LSD's, LX will augment the versatility of the LHD and LHA
helicopter carriers with its well deck and flight operations capability. The
LX program will continue the effort to provide the lift necessary for

Forward Presence and Crisis Response.

PROGRAM STATUS: The 1990 DON Integrated Amphibious Operations

and USMC Air Support Requirements Study reaffirmed the LX
requirement. The LX Mission Need Statement was validated in September
1990, and the Defense Acquisition Board (DAB) approved Milestone for

LX in November 1990. A Cost and Operational Effectiveness Analysis

(COEA) was completed in October 1992, followed by Milestone I approval

by the DAB in January 1993. Detailed design begins this year, with lead

ship contracting set for FY-96. Initial delivery is expected in FY-01.

DEVELOPER/MANUFACTURER: TBD
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Global Positioning System (GPS)

DESCRIPTION: GPS is a space based radio navigation system that

provides precise user location (less than 16 meters spherical error

probablility), accurate velocity, and reference time anywhere on the earth.

Signals are received from multiple satellites, processed, and displayed to

the operator in the Military Grid Reference System, Universal Transverse

Mercator, or latitude and longitude. Individuals, vehicles, boats, and
aircraft are able to rapidly determine their position and to navigate to any

destination during periods of reduced visibility, under all weather

conditions, and in featureless terrain.

PROCUREMENT PROFILE: FY-94 FY-95 FY-96

Quantity: 1,453 1,104

OPERATIONAL IMPACT: With the capabilities provided by GPS,
Marine units will gain significant enhancements over manual navigation

methods (compass). Further, the emplacement of radars, artillery, and
missiles will be significantly improved because manual survey will no
longer be required. Aviation GPS receivers will enable aircraft to arrive at

exact locations and precisely deliver ordnance, or people, at appropriate

locations.

PROGRAM STATUS: The NAVSTAR GPS is a joint Service program
with the Air Force as the lead Service. Currently, the Marine Corps has

procured 950 non-crypto capable, hand held receivers from Trimble

Navigation Ltd. These receivers will be used until a receiver capable of

receiving encrypted satellite signals is available in FY-94. Marine aviation

begins installation of GPS receivers in FY-94. Aircraft will be equipped
with integrated GPS as the primary navigational system. IOC scheduled

for September 1994.

DEVELOPER/MANUFACTURER: The manufacturer has not been
selected.
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Single Channel Ground and Airborne

Radio System (SINCGARS)

DESCRIPTION: SINCGARS is a new family of frequency hopping (FH)

VHF-FM radios in both manpack and vehicular configurations. Selectable

power settings and FH provide a low probability of intercept/detect

capability. The radio is capable of voice or data, plain or cipher text, and
remote control operation. SINCGARS is compatible in the single channel

mode with the currently fielded VHF-FM families of radios. The
SINCGARS radio will replace all AN/PRC-77 manpack, AN/GRC-160,
Bancroft, and AN/VRC-12 series radios in the Marine Corps inventory. A
new Remote Control Unit and Mast Antenna for use with SINCGARS is

included in this program.

PROCUREMENT PROFILE: FY-94 FY-95

3,078

FY-96

2,480Quantity: 3,015

OPERATIONAL IMPACT: Currently, the Marine Corps is relying on

VHF/FM radio equipment which is over 25 years old and is difficult to

maintain. The present VHF/FM radios are vulnerable to exploitation and
interception and are severely degraded when operated in a jamming
environment. Integrated communications security provides optimum
capability for secure communication with minimum weight. Further,

SINCGARS will accommodate interoperability in joint and combined
operations.

PROGRAM STATUS: IOC is scheduled for 3rd Quarter FY-93.

DEVELOPER/MANUFACTURER:
Division

ITT Aerospace/Communications
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Marine Tactical Command and Control

System (MTACCS)

DESCRIPTION: MTACCS is both a concept and an umbrella architecture

that integrates tactical data systems (TDS's) on the battlefield. MTACCS
provides commanders and their staffs with the capabilities of receiving,

processing, filtering, and displaying data to aid tactical decision making.

MTACCS architecture is based on a family of common computer
hardware (Marine Common Hardware Suite (MCHS)), a standard operating

system, and support software developed to common standards (MTACCS
Common Applications Support Software (MCASS)). MTACCS also

provides connectivity to the digital communications "backbone" of

the Marine Corps. The component systems of MTACCS are discussed

below.

MAGTF C2
Tactical Combat Operations (TCO) - TCO is the MAGTF
commander's work station .within the MTACCS. TCO provides senior and
subordinate commanders with the automation to receive, fuse, display,

and disseminate selected information from other component systems of

MTACCS. TCO capabilities include automated message management,
mission planning, development and dissemination of operations orders

and overlays, display of current friendly/enemy situation, display of fire

support and maneuver control measures, and interfaces with local and
wide area networks.

GROUND
Advanced Field Artillery Tactical Data System (AFATDs) -
AFATDS provides automated command and control for fire support

coordination and tactical fire direction functions to all Fire Support

Coordination Centers (FSCC's), Fire Direction Centers (FDC's), Direct

Air Support Centers (DASC's), and Supporting Arms Coordination

Centers (SACC's). AFATDS enhances the fire support capabilities and

coordination of surface, naval, and air fires supporting the MAGTF. The
Marine Corps Fire Support System (MCFSS) will provide an interim

capability until AFATDS is fielded.

AVIATION
Marine Air Command and Control System (MACCS) - The
MACCS provides the tactical air commander with automated support to

exercise control over MAGTF air operations. MACCS equipment includes

the Advanced Tactical Air Command Central (ATACC), the Tactical Air

Operation Module (TAOM), and the High Mobility Down-sized Direct Air

Support Central (HMD DASC). The ATACC is the interface system with the

MAGTF Command Element and other joint Service systems, and will

provide the integrating link for sharing data between the MACCS and
MTACCS.
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INTELLIGENCE
Intelligence Analysis System (IAS) - Several systems compose the

intelligence system for the MAGTF commander. Of these, the IAS is the

fusion center that processes all source information concerning the

enemy, weather and terrain, and provides the intelligence interface to

TCO. IAS has provisions for communication links with other intelligence

agencies and systems at the national (the DoD Intelligence Information

System (DODIIS)) theater, (the Navy Tactical Command System Afloat

(NTCS-A)), and tactical levels (including the Technical Control and
Analysis Center (TCAC), the Tactical Electronic Reconnaissance
Processing and Evaluation System (TERPES), and the Joint Service

Imagery Processing System (JSIPS)).

COMBAT SERVICE SUPPORT
Marine Combat Service Support Control System (MCSSCS) -
MCSSCS draws information from existing automated information systems
(AIS's) to provide commanders and their staffs with timely logistic and
personnel data. MCSSCS is designed to retrieve, analyze, process, and

store selected fields of logistic and personnel information to aid

commanders in deciding how best to allocate assets to accomplish their

mission. MCSSCS also provides other components of the MTACCS with

logistic and personnel information through MCASS. MCSSCS operates on
MCHS equipment in the field and in garrison.

PROGRAM STATUS: In FY-90, the Marine Corps adopted an

evolutionary acquisition strategy for the MTACCS to streamline the

lengthy research and development process. MTACCS systems are

designed to resolve short-comings in the technical interfaces between
developing systems, insufficient emphasis on system integration, and

limited interoperability between existing Marine and joint TDS's and
nontactical AIS's. The merger of the Marine Corps' TDS's and AIS's is

both practical and cost-effective.

Key factors in the MTACCS program development are the requirement to

ensure both joint interoperability and integration of the individual

systems. To ensure these criteria are met, a System Integration

Environment (SIE) has been established at the Marine Corps Tactical

System Support Activity (MCTSSA), Camp Pendleton, California. The SIE

will incrementally integrate TDS's and appropriate AIS's into the MTACCS,
while retaining the evolutionary strategy of User Appraisals by FMF units.

These User Appraisals provide feedback to TDS and AIS developers,

thereby ensuring MTACCS capability to combine and integrate desired

information to support MAGTF commanders.
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Advanced Tactical Air Command
Central (ATACC)

DESCRIPTION: The ATACC will replace the current AN/TYQ-1 and
AN/TYQ-3A, and provides significant operational and logistic enhancements.

It consists of two identical suites of equipment housed in shelters that

measure 8 feet by 8 feet by 20 feet. Each suite is equipped with operator

work stations, desktop communication units, a large screen display,

radios, and other equipment necessary to perform aviation battle staff

functions. ATACC provides planners and operators with computer
assistance to effectively supervise and coordinate the planning and
execution of air support. It provides automated data exchange of tactical

information through a shared database. Personnel have direct access to a

computer database which is updated automatically by messages received

from tactical data links. This allows voice communications to be reduced

while increasing the amount of information exchanged. Air Tasking

Orders (ATO's) are generated for operator validation, formatted, and
routed for transmission.

PROCUREMENT PROFILE: FY-94 FY-95 FY-96

Quantity: 1 2

OPERATIONAL IMPACT: The Tactical Air Command Center (TACC) is

the senior Marine Aviation Command and Control System agency. The
supervision and general control of all tactical air operations in the MAGTF
area of responsibility are conducted in the TACC. The current TACC,
fielded in 1972, will be logistically insupportable in the near term and
does not provide the Tactical Air Commander with critically important

automated mission planning, decision support, and message processing

capabilities. The ATACC is designed to interface with all joint systems.

PROGRAM STATUS: The system has completed Milestones I and II,

and contract award was made in December 1988. The contractor has

completed hardware assembly and developmental testing. Operational

test and evaluation is expected to begin in March 1993, with IOC in FY-95.

DEVELOPER/MANUFACTURER: Grumman Data Systems
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Commander's Tactical Terminal (CTT)

DESCRIPTION: CTT's are tactical intelligence dissemination systems
that receive, decrypt, and process real-time intelligence reports received

simultaneously from multiple sources providing near real-time intelligence

data to the Command elements of the Marine Air-Ground Task Force

(MAGTF). In addition, the three channel CTT provides full duplex data and
half duplex voice communications with an antijam capability between the

Guardrail intelligence processing facility and tactical units.

PROCUREMENT PROFILE: FY-94 FY-95 FY-96

Quantity: 70

OPERATIONAL IMPACT: The CTT provides the Marine Corps with

multi-service intelligence dissemination interoperability into the next

century meeting criteria as identified by the Joint Intelligence

Dissemination Architecture Panel.

PROGRAM STATUS: The U.S. Army is the lead Service. Milestone MIA

was reached during 3rd Quarter FY-88 for the Low Rate Initial Production

(LRIP) of the original single channel CTT. A Limited User Test (LUT) of the

two channel Hybrid Receive-Only CTT, as well as the single channel CTT,

is scheduled for 2nd Quarter FY-93. IOT&E for the three channel CTT is

scheduled for 1st Quarter FY-95, and a Milestone III production decision

should be achieved during 3rd Quarter FY-95. The limited systems

received by the Marine Corps will be used to study the integration of the

CTT into the Intelligence Analysis System (IAS), Technical Control and
Analysis Center (TCAC), Tactical Air Operations Module (TAOM), and

Tactical Electronic Reconnaissance Processing and Evaluation System
(TERPES).

DEVELOPER/MANUFACTURER: E-Systems
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Joint Surveillance Target Attack Radar

System (JSTARS)

DESCRIPTION: The JSTARS Light Ground Station Module (LGSM) will

provide the deployed MAGTF commander with near real-time ground
intelligence information on the enemy situation. The JSTARS LGSM
processes a moving target indicator, a synthetic aperture radar/fixed

target indicator, and low reflectivity data from the JSTARS E-8 aircraft.

This information is displayed on a video work station for operator

analysis and dissemination. The JSTARS LGSM consists of a ruggedized

shelter on a HMMWV containing a suite of communication equipment
(including cryptographic gear and externally mounted antennas), display

monitors, and printer/plotter devices.

PROCUREMENT PROFILE: F™£ FY-95 FY-96

Quantity: 1 1

OPERATIONAL IMPACT: The JSTARS LGSM satisfies the

commanders' need for access to a near real-time wide area surveillance

and deep targeting capability for use across the entire combat spectrum.

Operation Desert Shield/Desert Storm demonstrated the need for the

capabilities of JSTARS and the requirement to make this time sensitive

information available to commanders at the lower echelons. The relatively

small size and great mobility of the JSTARS LGSM makes this possible.

PROGRAM STATUS: Motorola has entered a Full Scale Development
Schedule with the JSTARS LGSM. With the U.S. Army's and the USMC's
purchase of systems as planned, the capability for receiving and
processing JSTARS data will be achieved.

DEVELOPER/MANUFACTURER: Motorola Inc.
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MAGTF Secondary Imagery

Dissemination Systems (SIDS)

DESCRIPTION: MAGTF SIDS are devices that provide the means to

electronically transmit and receive exploited imagery products throughout

the MAGTF, to adjacent, and higher external commands using available

communications paths.

PROCUREMENT PROFILE: FY-94 FY-95 FY-96

Quantity: 2 (IAS) 3 (IAS) 141 (IAS Workstations)

122 (Manpack) 72 (Manpack)

OPERATIONAL IMPACT: MAGTF SIDS are available in two configur-

ations: Intelligence Analysis System (IAS) hosted SIDS, and Manpack
SIDS. IAS hosted SIDS are widespread throughout the MAGTF and are

the backbone of the SIDS network. Through the IAS, the user may
display, manipulate, annotate, print, transmit, and receive images on a

multipurpose intelligence workstation. Manpack SIDS serve as a

reconnaissance and surveillance tool. They allow the user to collect,

store, display, transmit, and receive images. MAGTF SIDS are fully

compliant with the National Imagery Transmission Format (NITF) and the

Tactical Communications Protocol (TACO II).

PROGRAM STATUS: The IAS hosted SIDS is fielding with the IAS

suites. Imagery software, printers/scanners, and other peripherals are

being procured for all IAS configurations.

IOC IAS hosted FY-93

Manpack Milestone III FY-94

IOC Manpack FY-95

FOC FY-96

DEVELOPER/MANUFACTURER: Paragon
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Joint Tactical Information Distribution

System (JTIDS)

DESCRIPTION: JTIDS is a high capacity digital information distribution

system which provides rapid, secure, jam-resistant (frequency hopping)

communications, navigation, and identification capabilities appropriate

for military use up to and including SECRET information. JTIDS is an

OSD directed joint program, and the Tactical Air Operations Center

(TAOC) and the Tactical Air Command Center (TACC) are the Marine

Corps platforms designated for initial incorporation. JTIDS terminals will

participate in a network encompassing both joint and Marine Corps

nodes. The Marine Corps has fully participated in the joint Service effort

(Air Force lead) to develop, test, and field JTIDS and the unique message
standard (TADILJ) designed to maximize the processing capability of the

JTIDS terminal. Fielding of a non-developmental Shelterized JTIDS

System (SJS) is planned to provide an interim JTIDS capability to the

Marine Aviation Command and Control System during the period FY-94/97.

PROCUREMENT PROFILE: FY-94 FY-95 FY-96

Quantity: 3 7 3

OPERATIONAL IMPACT: JTIDS will provide the single joint data link

network for high capacity information exchange among joint forces in

real-time for the effective command and control of tactical operations.

NATO forces have agreed to participate in the JTIDS Program.

PROGRAM STATUS: JTIDS terminals are in low rate initial production.

The stand alone modules (JM/JIB) for the interface of JTIDS into the

Marine Corps TAOM are under development with testing in FY-93/94 and

production start in FY-95.

DEVELOPER/MANUFACTURER:

Terminals: GEC-Marconi Rockwell Collins/GEC-Marconi

JM: Sacramento Army Depot/TBD Competitive Award FY-95

JIB: Eldyne, Inc./TBD Competitive Award FY95

J-TAOM Mod: Litton Data Systems/Litton Data Systems
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Joint Service Imagery Processing

System (JSIPS)

DESCRIPTION: The JSIPS is a mobile ground processing facility

designed to receive and exploit Infrared (IR) and Electro-Optical (EO)

imagery from tactical aerial reconnaissance systems. It will also receive

and exploit imagery from national and theater sources. Product

improvement options include a common radar processor to process both

tactical and theater radars, and an automated capability to insert and
process mapping, charting, and geodesy products.

PROCUREMENT PROFILE: FY-94 FY-95 FY-96

Quantity: 1 1

OPERATIONAL IMPACT: Current Marine Corps capability for

processing and exploiting imagery is limited to film based products. The
technology thrust is to near real-time, soft-copy, digital imagery, which is

linked from the sensor platform to the processing facility. Direct down-
link from an aircraft to a processor eliminates the steps required to

download and process film based imagery and will provide a more timely

and responsive source of intelligence to the commander. In addition, soft-

copy imagery exploitation allows the imagery interpreter to extract much
more information than is normally attainable from film-based imagery.

Data linked digital imagery, computer enhanced soft-copy image
exploitation, and the increase in digital imagery expected to be available

in the future give us the opportunity to acquire a processing facility

capable of deploying with the MAGTF.

PROGRAM STATUS: Contract awarded in August 1987 to produce

Engineering Development Models (EDM's) which were delivered in FY-92.

IOC is scheduled for FY-95.

DEVELOPER/MANUFACTURER: E Systems
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Team Portable Communications

Intelligence System (TPCS)

DESCRIPTION: TPCS will introduce a semi-automated, transportable

signals intelligence (SIGINT) system providing intercept, collection, radio

direction finding, analysis, reporting, and collection management support

to the MAGTF commander. TPCS will provide the full spectrum of SIGINT
support in a modular configuration, and replaces obsolete and insupportable

equipment. It uses new equipment which reflects current technology to

provide coverage of hostile signals. TPCS will also provide a previously

unavailable manpacked, semi-automated, computer assisted capability

to decrease the reporting time of critical intelligence information to the

commander.

PROCUREMENT PROFILE: FY-94 FY-95 FY-96

Quantity: 3 3 2

OPERATIONAL IMPACT: TPCS will fill a void in current SIGINT direct

support efforts emphasizing the initial phase of the amphibious landing.

Currently, this support is performed by independent systems that are tied

together via secure communications. TPCS will provide flexible intra/inter-

system communication and a microprocessor terminal that will enable

the Radio Battalion to provide direct support to the MAGTF commander
when larger systems are not available or appropriate.

PROGRAM STATUS: Prototype integration of this NDI system began
in 3rd Quarter FY-89. The TPCS program is at the end of its prototype

development phase, with UT&E conducted in 3rd Quarter FY-92. Milestone-Ill

is scheduled for 2nd Quarter FY-93. IOC is scheduled for 3rd Quarter FY-94.

DEVELOPER/MANUFACTURER:
Sector

Harris Corp., Government Systems
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Tactical Remote Sensor System (TRSS)

DESCRIPTION: TRSS is a suite of unattended ground sensor

equipment that provides the MAGTF commander with a state-of-the-art

electronic system capable of continuous, all weather detection, location

determination, and monitoring of activity in an objective area. TRSS is

comprised of hand and air emplaced remote sensors and relays, and
data storage and readout equipment. The remote sensor devices detect

activity using seismic, magnetic, infrared, and imaging technologies. The
current equipment is insupportable and no longer a viable combat asset.

The goal of the modernization program is to upgrade the existing sensor

capability with sensors that are smaller, lighter, and more cost-effective

by taking advantage of modern technology in microminiaturization and
packaging techniques.

PROCUREMENT PROFILE: FY-94 FY-95 FY-96

Quantity: 2 2

OPERATIONAL IMPACT: The TRSS Phase V PIP will establish a

combat capability by replacing obsolete and insupportable equipment.

The system will significantly enhance tactical intelligence gathering

capabilities for the MAGTF.

PROGRAM STATUS: NAWC-AD Indianapolis is manufacturing Lots I

and II of the Ground Sensor Systems. A follow-on production contract

has been awarded to SECHAN Electronics. IOC occurred during the 1st

Quarter FY-93.

DEVELOPER/MANUFACTURER: Sandia National Labs, Albuquerque,

NM (Early R&D); Naval Avionics Center, Indianapolis, IN (Preproduction

and Production); SECHAN Electronics
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High Mobility Downsized (HMD)
Direct Air Support Central (DASC)

DESCRIPTION: The HMD DASC provides echelon capability and five

operator positions in a standalone modular system to ensure coordinated

aviation support to the MAGTF. Each module can be connected in a

building block fashion to form a DASC with either ten operator positions

(two systems) or fifteen operator positions (three systems). A large tent

(11.5 feet by 36.5 feet) will be issued with every three systems for use

when supporting a Marine Expeditionary Brigade or higher. The DASC
is normally collocated with the senior Fire Support Coordination

Center.

PROCUREMENT PROFILE: FY-94 FY-95 FY-96

Quantity: 8 8 16

OPERATIONAL IMPACT: The Direct Air Support Center (DASC)

processes direct air support requests, coordinates aircraft employment
with other supporting arms, and provides control instructions to aircraft

within the MAGTF area of responsibility. The DASC must be prepared to

support mobile operations, and may require simultaneous separate

deployments of DASC capabilities for different echelons of the

geographically separate MAGTF's.

PROGRAM STATUS: IOC is scheduled for September 1993. IOC for the

automation phase is during FY-95.

DEVELOPER/MANUFACTURER: Naval Surface Warfare Center;

Crane, IN
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Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)

DESCRIPTION: This program enhances the Marine Corps' ability to

meet requirements to provide target acquisition, battlefield surveillance,

reconnaissance, radio relay, and Communications Electronic Counter-

measures (CECM) capability in support of the MAGTF. The Marine Corps
is currently operating the Pioneer Remotely Piloted Vehicle (RPV) System
as an interim surveillance and target acquisition system. A Pioneer RPV
System is comprised of five air vehicles, associated payload packages, a
ground control station (GCS), a portable control station (PCS), and two
remote receiving stations and launch/recovery subsystems. The Marine

Corps has requirements for Close Range (CR) and Short Range (SR)

categories of UAV's.

PROCUREMENT PROFILE: FY-94 FY-95 FY-96

Quantity: Close Range
Short Range 2

OPERATIONAL IMPACT: The MAGTF commander requires timely

intelligence and surveillance of the enemy situation. The Marine Corps
has a long standing interest in UAV capability for unmanned aerial target

acquisition, surveillance, reconnaissance, radio relay, and communications
electronic countermeasures. The UAV is an upgrade of capabilities in all

levels of combat, and is especially important with the shortage of more
expensive manned reconnaissance aircraft.

PROGRAM STATUS: UAV system research and development was
assumed by the Joint UAV Program Office in FY-88. A contract was let

for two prototype Short Range systems in September 1989. Technical and
Limited User Testing was conducted during 1992. Based on this testing,

Israeli Aircraft Industries/TRW was selected as the prime contractor. It is

anticipated that a low rate production review will be scheduled for 2nd
Quarter FY-93. A second Limited User Test is scheduled for 3rd Quarter

FY-93. IOT&E is scheduled for 3rd Quarter FY-94. Milestone III is

anticipated for 4th Quarter FY-94.

DEVELOPER/MANUFACTURER: Israeli Aircraft Industries/TRW
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Training Systems and Devices

DESCRIPTION: Training is the key to combat effectiveness and is our

major focus of effort during peacetime. This challenging task is met with a

standards based, performance oriented, and realistic training system that

ensures combat readiness. Basic individual skills are an essential

foundation for combat and receive heavy emphasis. Reduced operating

budgets have a significant impact on our ability to preserve these combat
skills and unit readiness. The Marine Corps is rapidly exploring and fielding

a number of new training systems and simulators that will contribute

significantly to training effectiveness while reducing overall training costs.

Multiple Integrated Laser Engagement System (MILES)

MILES provides a family of low power laser devices which simulate the

firing of infantry and armored vehicle weapons. It permits Marines to

simulate tactical engagements between units. MILES greatly enhances
tactical training by providing a realistic combat environment with a

similarly equipped opposing unit.

Precision Gunnery Training System (PGTS)

PGTS simulates DRAGON and TOW Missile firing and tracking. It provides

a realistic and cost-effective alternative to firing live missiles. In addition to

reduced costs and decreased environmental effects, it enhances training

by giving the gunner immediate feedback on his performance by recording/

deplaying the missile track. The system provides enhanced realism over

live firing by allowing the use of antiarmor missiles against moving targets

which cannot be conducted with our current ranges.

Remote Engagement Target System (RETS)

RETS is an automated system of pop-up stationary and moving targets for

infantry and antiarmor training. The system offers computer driven

programmed tactical scenarios or can be operated in a manual mode with

groups or individual targets raised on command. The system enhances
realism by providing a wide range of training situations, for day and
night firing, with computer based performance feedback and scoring.

PROCUREMENT PROFILE: FY-94 FY^ FY-96

MILES: 2 2 2

PGTS: 169

RETS: 4 2 2

OPERATIONAL IMPACT: Training devices and simulators are a proven

and cost-effective augmentation for training our Marines for the rigors of

combat. They enhance training by increasing skill progression rates, which
reduces training time. They enhance realism by offering a wide variety of

tactical scenarios and situations which cannot be safely replicated in live

fire ranges and facilities. They are particularly beneficial to our forward

deployed forces aboard ship, where maintaining perishable combat skills
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is difficult. In addition, the use of simulators and training devices

supports our Total Force training strategy by providing effective training

alternatives to Reserve units that are geographically distant from major

bases and range systems.

DEVELOPER/MANUFACTURER: Various
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MAGTF Tactical Warfare Simulation

(MTWS)
DESCRIPTION: The Marine Corps' Warfighting doctrine defines training

as the key to combat effectiveness and makes training the major focus

of effort during peacetime. This challenging task is met with a wide

variety of performance oriented and realistic activities, ranging from

formal classroom instruction to advanced combat simulation systems.

MTWS is the Marine Corps' latest combat simulation and replaces an

outdated Tactical Warfare Simulation Evaluation and Analysis System
(TWSEAS) that was designed and built in the 1970's with technology

current at that time. MTWS is built on modern, standardized computer
protocols and programming languages in accordance with DoD guidance
for advanced simulations.

MTWS is a computer-based tactical command and control training

system that supports the conduct of exercises, including air, ground, and
amphibious operations. It is designed to support field exercises involving

combat units, command post exercises with staffs, and combinations of

live and simulated units.

PROCUREMENT PROFILE: FY-94 FY-95 FY-96

Quantity: 1

OPERATIONAL IMPACT: Training devices and simulators are a proven,

cost-effective means of training our Marines for the rigors of combat.
MTWS represents a major step forward for MAGTF staff training and for

advanced simulation technology in the Marine Corps. It also supports our

Total Force training strategy by providing effective training alternatives to

FMF and Reserve units that are geographically distant from major bases
and both their subordinate and higher headquarters.

The Marine Corps is exploring a number of training systems and
simulators that will significantly contribute to training effectiveness while

reducing overall training costs. MTWS is being evaluated for potential

connectivity/interoperability with the major combat simulations of the

other Services to support joint exercises. In addition, the Marine Corps is

exploring the networking of a variety of sites across CONUS to support

global sourcing of forces for major regional contingencies via the

Defense Simulation Internet developed by DARPA.

This system supports our MAGTF staff and exercises training strategy

with a challenging and cost-effective means of meeting training

requirements. MTWS will help exercise Marine combat units, MAGTF
staff, our professional military education programs, and our Reserve

Component forces.

DEVELOPER/MANUFACTURER: Naval Command, Control, and Ocean
Surveillance Center (NCCOSC)



Other Programs

M198 PRODUCT IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
Twenty-four separate improvements (primarily related to the brakes,

equilibrator, and trails) will enhance our current major artillery system by

making it safer to deploy and improve material readiness.

COMBAT MOBILITY VEHICLE (CMV)
A full-tracked, armored vehicle capable of breaching minefields and
keeping pace with the maneuver force.

LIGHTWEIGHT LASER DESIGNATOR RANGEFINDER (LLDR)

A self-locating, laser target designator with which forward observers and
forward air controllers will be able to guide precision munitions to

stationary and moving targets out to five kilometers.

RIVERINE ASSAULT CRAFT (RAC)

A high speed, multipurpose, 35 foot, aluminum hulled craft designed for

estuary or riverine mission areas.

MILITARY STRATEGIC AND TACTICAL RELAY (MILSTAR)

A joint communications satellite program providing worldwide strategic

and tactical secure voice/data communications using man portable and
mobile C3 terminals.

MOBILE ELECTRONIC WARFARE SUPPORT SYSTEM (MEWSS)
An electronic warfare suite of equipment consisting of a direction finder

set, a jammer, and intercept receivers installed in a LAV chassis.

MEDIUM TACTICAL VEHICLE
A replacement program designed to field an appropriate successor to the

aging fleet of M809/839 5-ton trucks currently in use.

ADDITIONAL SHIPS FOR MPS
Additional ships for MPS will allow the Marine Corps to increase the

number of tanks, other tactical vehicles, expeditionary airfield assets, and

sustainment items prepositioned aboard ships, filling a shortfall identified

in the recent Mobility Requirements Study.

FIELD MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
Field clinical laboratory, X-ray machine, and anesthesia machine which

are more easily maintained, more reliable, lighter, and more deployable

than the equipment being replaced.

LIGHTWEIGHT EARLY WARNING DETECTION DEVICE (LEWDD)
A man portable air defense surveillance radar capable of detecting low

flying and hovering helicopters and fixed wing aircraft in all weather

conditions, both day and night.
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As the other Services reshape and reorganize for the emerging world

strategy, the traditional naval expeditionary force capabilities

must alleviate any concerns about the Nation's ability to respond

rapidly and decisively in support of the country's interests.

Dealing with those uncertainties has been further complicated by the

fiscal realities within the government, specifically within the Department

of Defense.

While it can be credibly argued that the Marine Corps' utility is in fact

increasing, reality is that the Corps has absorbed approximately 25

percent real decrease in resources over the past 8 years. The Marine

Corps will take the additional steps toward asset and budget reductions

with a long term view that plans for a future that preserves our core

contributions to the Nation.

For the Marine Corps to accomplish its mission, we must continue to

concentrate on training, readiness, equipment modernization, and quality

of life as we approach the beginning of the 21st century. The objective is

to provide "Naval expeditionary forces, shaped for joint operations,

operating forward, from trie sea, in the littoral areas of the world" ("...From

the Sea", September 1992). Implicit in this objective is our ability to deploy

trained and ready forces for Forward Presence, and rapid surge forces for

Crisis Response. We will maintain our traditional reputation for sound
fiscal management and ensure that the monies we are allowed are spent

wisely. This chapter outlines the financial resources required to maintain

the Marine Corps. Current budget data reflects the proposed DoD FY-94

Budget.

FINANCIAL RESOURCES
Financial resources are those funds which are programmed, budgeted,

authorized, appropriated, obligated, and finally expended to cover service

investment and operational requirements. Total Obligational Authority

(TOA) refers to the total financial resources available. Budget Authority

(BA) refers to financial resources appropriated by Congress. The DoD
Planning, Programming, and Budgeting System establishes the ground

rules for the allocation of the DoD TOA. Displayed below in Figure 5-1 is

the BA for all of DoD from FY-90 through the FY-94 Budget request:

FIGURE 5-1

BA

(FYDP $B):

FY-90

293.0

FY-91

290.9

FY-92

281.9

FY-93

259.1

FY-94

254.8
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There is a general perception that Defense spending has grown
dramatically over the past few years. As can be seen in Figure 5-2, the

resources allocated to the Defense Department have actually been
steadily declining. The real decline, in constant budget dollars, is a

30 percent reduction in budget authority. Viewed in broader terms,

defense spending as a percentage of federal spending and Gross
National Product has also decreased. Defense spending as a share of

our total national resources is near its lowest point in 40 years. This

trend is depicted in Figure 5-3.

FIGURE 5-2

DoD BA in Constant Budget Dollars (Constant FY-93 $)

$ Billion

400-
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FIGURE 5-3

DoD TOA as Percent of GNP (1950-1993)

Percent

10- DoD outlays represent 4.3%
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Figure 5-4 is a comparison of the relative amount of resources provided

to each Service. While the Marine Corps' share is comparatively small,

the Marine Corps leads the DoD in converting each and every dollar into

credible combat power. With little less than 4 percent of DoD's budget,

specifically in the Marine Corps account, we provide more than 10

percent of the military personnel and over 13 percent of the general

purpose forces.

FIGURE 5-4

Service Comparison of TOA in the FY-94 DoD Budget * (FYDP $B)

80-

60-

40-

20-

0-

76.9

60.7

68.4

8.6

)
Army Air Force Navy Marine Corps

* Less DoD Agencies

Figure 5-5 depicts the percentage of DoD funds budgeted by each Service.

Each Service's TOA is subsequently divided into appropriations.

FIGURE 5-5

DoD FY-94 TOA by Service
*

U.S. Marine Corps 4% ^U.S. Army 28%

U.S. Navy 32% ^H^^^^^ .

U.S. Air Force 36% ^^^^^^

Less DoD Agencies
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APPROPRIATIONS
An appropriation is the legal apportionment by an act of Congress to

incur obligations for specified purposes and to make payments from the

Treasury of the United States. Funds may be expended only for the

purpose for which appropriated. Following are the Marine Corps
appropriation categories with a brief synopsis of what each provides:

• Military Personnel, Marine Corps (MPMC) - Pay, allowances, individual

clothing, interest on deposits, expenses for organization movements,
and expenses of temporary duty travel between permanent duty

stations.

• Reserve Personnel, Marine Corps (RPMC) - Pay, allowances,

clothing, subsistence, gratuities, travel, and related expenses for

personnel of the Marine Corps Reserve on active duty.

• Operations and Maintenance, Marine Corps (O&MMC) - Expenses
for support of the FMF, civilian employee pay, travel and trans-

portation, training, consumable supplies, recruiting and advertising,

base operations and base communications and subsistence.

• Operations and Maintenance, Marine Corps Reserve (O&MMCR) -

Expenses for the operation and maintenance, including training,

organization and administration of the Marine Corps Reserve; repair of

facilities and equipment; hire of passenger motor vehicles; travel and
transportation; and communications.

• Procurement, Marine Corps (PMC) - Expenses for the procurement

and manufacture of ammunition, weapons and tracked combat
vehicles, guided missiles and equipment, communications and

electronics, support vehicles, engineer and other equipment, spares,

and repair parts.

The following Navy appropriations include functional areas that the

Marine Corps programs and budgets. The complete TOA for the Marine

Corps includes both the Marine unique appropriations above, as well as

our resources from the following appropriations:

• Military Construction, Navy (MCON) - Acquisition, construction and

installation of permanent public works, naval installations and

facilities for the Navy and the Marine Corps.

• Family Housing, Navy and Marine Corps (FHN&MC) - Construction,

maintenance, repair and design of Navy and Marine Corps housing

and ancillary facilities required at bases and stations.

• Military Construction, Navy Reserve (MCNR) - Construction,

acquisition, expansion, rehabilitation, and conversion of facilities for

the training and administration of the reserve components of the Navy

and Marine Corps.
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Figure 5-6 displays the Total Obligational Authority allocated to each of

these appropriations.

FIGURE 5-6

Marine Corps TOA (FYDP $M)

FY-91 FY-92 FY-93 FY-94

MPMC 6,465 6,102 5,981 5,679

RPMC 292 345 346 308
O&MMC 3,225 2,146 1,931

*
1,818

O&MMCR 85 93 79 75
PMC 1,156 1,052 825 483
MCON 140 110 56 115

FHMC 133 130 189 132

MCNR 9 5 6 1

Total 11,505 9,983 9,413 8,611

* Includes $96.7M from "Real 1
Droperty, Maintenance, Defense' account

for repairs/minor constructori over $15K.

Figure 5-7 depicts the budget trends of the past several years in constant

dollar terms. This data reveals the total impact of reduced spending over

time. The Marine Corps, in relative and cumulative terms, has absorbed a

25 percent reduction in resources since 1986. Further reductions, beyond
those already programmed, will severely affect the Fleet Marine Force

and our ability to maintain ready forces in support of the National

Security Strategy.

FIGURE 5-7

Total Obligational Authority (FY-93 Constant Dollars)

$ Billions
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The allocation of Marine Corps resources to specific appropriations for

FY-94 is shown in Figure 5-8 below:

FIGURE 5-8

USMC FY-94 TOA by Appropriation

RPMC 4%

O&MMC 20% \
O&MMCR 1% _^^^^^^^^J
PMC 6% l^^^^mm £"
FHMC/MCON 3% \^^^^^^
MPMC 66% ^^_

Figure 5-9 depicts how Marine Corps procurement resources (PMC
appropriation) are allocated to budget activities for the FY-94 Budget.

FIGURE 5-9

Marine Corps Procurements by Budget Activity (FYDP $M)

200 -
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.
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BA-1: AMMUNITION BA-5: SUPPORT VEHICLES

BA-2: WEAPONS AND COMBAT VEHICLES BA-6: ENGINEER AND OTHER EQUIPMENT
BA-3 GUIDED MISSILES AND EQUIPMENT BA-7: SPARES AND REPAIR PARTS

BA-4: COMMUNICATION AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
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Figure 5-10 depicts the PMC appropriation over the past several years.

FIGURE 5-10

Procurement Marine Corps Dollars (FY-93 Constant Dollars)

$ Millions
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The two largest elements within the Marine Corps' current budget request

are the Manpower or MPMC appropriation and the Operations and

Maintenance (O&MMC) account. These two appropriations support our

military personnel, readiness, and operations programs. A general breakout

of the appropriation totals are displayed in Figures 5-11 and 5-12.

MILITARY PERSONNEL
MARINE CORPS BUDGET
The Marine Corps budget, like its contribution to national security, is

manpower intensive. The Military Personnel Marine Corps (MPMC)
account makes up 66 percent of the Marine Corps budget. The MPMC
resources are distributed in the following categories:
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FIGURE 5-11

Military Personnel FY-94 Budget (FYDP $M)

PCS 3.7%

Retired Pay 19.0%

By-Law
Entitlement 77.0%

Non-Entitlements

Pays 0.3%

SRB (New Pymts) $9.7

ACP (New Pymts) $1.4

Civ Clothing $1.2

EB (New Pymts) $ .1

Overseas Ext $1.3

FLPP $ .5

|
College Fund $3.5

PCS $ 209.2

Retired Pay $ 1 ,076.4

By-Law Entitlements $ 4,375.4

Non-Entitlement Pays $ 17.7

$ 5,678.7

Non-entitlement programs include such programs as the Selective

Reenlistment Bonus, Enlistment Bonus, Aviation Career Pay, and Foreign

Language Proficiency Pay. These pays are discretionary in nature, which
means that the Marine Corps determines who qualifies and receives

them. Non-entitlement pays make-up 0.3 percent of the MPMC budget.

Retired pay and by-law entitlement constitute 96.0 percent of the MPMC
budget. These pays, which include basic pay, subsistence allowance, and
housing allowance are determined by law and must be paid to all eligible

Marines. No discretionary actions are associated with these types of pay.

The last category is Permanent Change of Station (PCS) funds. They
include accession and separation moves, operational, rotational, and
training moves. By their nature, PCS moves have a discretionary and non-

discretionary aspect and account for 3.7 percent of the MPMC budget.

OPERATIONS S MAINTENANCE,
MARINE CORPS (OSMMC)
The O&MMC budget request of $1,818 Billion represents, in real terms, a

decline of 3.0 percent over FY-93. This reduction, coupled with increased

environmental and quality of life requirements, greatly reduces our

flexibility in matching ends to means.
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FIGURE 5-12

Operations and Maintenance by Major Activity

Training and Recruiting 15%

Admin and Servicewide

Activities 1 5%

Operating Forces 70%

The O&MMC account is a crucial component of our overall readiness.

Fleet Marine Force and Base operating costs are grouped under

"Operating Forces," the largest portion of the O&M appropriation. The
supporting establishment, which is essential to Fleet Marine Forces,

provides the housing, feeding, training ranges/areas, and other essential

facilities and services to support operational and training requirements

and provide for the welfare of our Marines and dependents. The
maintenance of this infrastructure provides the quality of life for our

Marines while ensuring an adequate working and training environment.

Subactivity Groups under Operating Forces provide the essential logistics

functions which allow us to maintain the readiness and sustainability of

the weapons and equipment used by our forces. Our logistics bases
provide support and depot level maintenance to sustain the daily

operations of the Fleet Marine Force, as well as the weapons and
equipment maintenance for the Maritime and Geographic Prepositioning

Programs. The budget request provides continued support for this vital

program through the replenishment, modernization, and replacement of

equipment during the MPS maintenance cycle. Also funded under this

program are the transportation of material to and from the Marine Corps
logistics bases, and the subsistence provided to Marines.

The O&MMC request also supports our training, education, and recruiting

activities. The Marine Corps emphasizes education and proficiency in the

science and art of warfighting. To accomplish this, our education

programs strive to ensure that every Marine is either attending a formal

school or participating in a structured self-study program.
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"... let me say that as long as I am President, I will do everything

I can to make sure that the men and women who serve under the

American flag will remain the best trained, the best prepared, the

best equipped fighting force in the world ..."

President Bill Clinton

State of the Union Address

February 17, 1993





Appendix

MARINE CORPS ORGANIZATION
The overall organization of the Marine Corps is driven by its readiness
and responsiveness mandates and is divided into two broad categories:

• Operating Forces

• Supporting Establishment

OPERATING FORCES
The Operating Forces, considered the heart of the Marine Corps,

constitute the Forward Presence, Crisis Response and fighting power
available to the CINC's. Major elements include the Fleet Marine
Forces, Marine Corps Security Forces at naval installations and ship-

board detachments, and the Marine Security Guard Battalion with its

detachments at embassies and consulates around the globe. About
seventy percent of all active duty Marines are assigned to the

operating forces.

Operating Forces made available to the CINC's are provided from Fleet

Marine Force, Atlantic (FMFLANT) and Fleet Marine Force, Pacific

(FMFPAC). Consistent with the Goldwater-Nichols Defense Reorganization

Act, and DoD emphasis on joint operations, each CINC (USCINCLANT,
USCINCEUR, USCINCSOUTH, USCINCPAC, and USCINCCENT) is

assigned a Marine Component for planning purposes and is allocated

Marine forces for execution of various operational plans.

COMMARFORLANT performs Service component functions for

USCINCLANT, USCINCEUR, and USCINCSOUTH; COMMARFORPAC
performs these functions for USCINCPAC and USCINCCENT.

The major operating force in the eastern United States is II Marine

Expeditionary Force or II MEF, located at bases in North and South
Carolina. The major operating forces in the west are I MEF, based in

California, and III MEF which is forward based in Okinawa and Japan.

All three MEF's provide a MEU(SOC) for service afloat.

MARINE AIR-GROUND TASK FORCE
(MAGTF) ORGANIZATION
The Marine Corps task organizes for combat consistent with its statutory

tasking to "...provide forces of combined arms, including aviation..." by

forming forces into integrated, combined arms MAGTF's (pronounced
"mag-taffs") used to accomplish assigned missions. We specifically

tailor MAGTF's for rapid deployment by air and/or sea.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MAGTF

MAGTF's are designed to have the following characteristics:

• Ready for expeditionary service without reliance on developed

infrastructure or host nation support

• Self-sustaining, through both sea-based organic, and

prepositioning, supplies, and equipment

• Task organized to accomplish specific missions or to provide

maximum flexibility

• Able to combine with other MAGTF's or joint forces to build

quickly in size

• Strategically mobile via airlift, maritime prepositioning, and

amphibious shipping

• Capable of forcible entry

• Fully integrated air-ground-logistics task force

• Interoperable with joint and allied forces.

The Marine Corps organization for combat is designed to maximize the

total combat power of closely integrated air and ground operations. Our
forces are trained and prepared for deployment to any part of the world

on short notice. The MAGTF provides the combatant commander an extra-

ordinary range of options, from amphibious assault operations to a

wide variety of stability and peacetime operations.

ALL MAGTF'S ARE COMPRISED OF FOUR ELEMENTS:

Command Element (CE)

The CE is the MAGTF headquarters. As with all other elements of the

MAGTF, it is task organized to provide the command, control, and
coordination essential for effective planning and execution of operations.

Ground Combat Element (GCE)
The GCE is task organized to conduct ground operations to support the

MAGTF mission. It is formed around an infantry organization reinforced

with requisite artillery, reconnaissance, armor, and engineer forces and
can vary in size and composition from small teams to one or more
Marine Divisions.

Aviation Combat Element (ACE)

The ACE is task organized to perform those functions of Marine Corps
aviation required to support the MAGTF mission. It is formed around an

aviation headquarters and can vary in size and composition from an

aviation detachment of specifically required aircraft to one or more
Marine Aircraft Wings.
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Combat Service Support Element (CSSE)
The CSSE is task organized to provide the full range of combat service

support functions and capabilities necessary to support the MAGTF
mission. It is formed around a combat service support headquarters and
may vary in size and composition from a support detachment to one or

more Force Service Support Groups (FSSG's).

FIGURE A-1

The Marine Air-Ground Task Force

TYPES OF MAGTF ORGANIZATIONS
Regardless of size, all MAGTF's are expeditionary forces. An expeditionary

force is a capability, vice a structure. Thus, any size MAGTF could be referred

to as a Marine expeditionary force. However, to provide a frame of reference

for general sizing, MAGTF's are categorized in the following three types:

• Marine Expeditionary Force (MEF)

• Marine Expeditionary Unit (MEU)

• Special Purpose MAGTF (SPMAGTF).

Marine Expeditionary Force (MEF)
The MEF is the Marine Corps' principal warfighting organization, particularly

for a larger crisis or contingency and is normally commanded by a

Lieutenant General. A MEF can range in size from less than one, to multiple

infantry divisions and aircraft wings, together with Force Service Support

Groups.

With their 60 days of accompanying supplies, MEF's are capable of both

amphibious operations and sustained operations ashore in any geographic

environment. The MEF command element is capable of performing the

mission of a joint task force headquarters with appropriate augmentation.

MEF's are primary "standing" MAGTF's. Currently the Marine Corps is

organized with three standing MEF's, each with a division, wing, and

force service support group. The FMF headquarters may form smaller

MAGTF's from these MEF's. The FMF reservoir of combat capabilities --

the divisions, wings, and force service support groups -- are assigned

to these standing MEF's.

A MEF will normally deploy in echelon and will designate its lead element

as its MEF (Forward).
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Marine Expeditionary Unit (MEU)

The MEU is normally composed of a reinforced infantry battalion, a com-
posite helicopter squadron (to include command and control, and AV-8B's),

and a MEU Service Support Group (MSSG). The MEU is commanded by a

Colonel and deploys with 15 days of accompanying supplies.

MEU's are continuously deployed as an immediately responsive sea-based

MAGTF to meet forward presence and limited power projection require-

ments. Task organized, trained, and equipped to conduct a wide variety

of conventional and selected maritime special purpose missions, all

forward deployed MEU's have completed specialized training and evaluation

and are designated Special Operation Capable (SOC).

Currently, FMFLANT and FMFPAC maintain forward deployed MEU(SOC)'s
in the Mediterranean and Persian Gulf regions, and a MEU(SOC) has been
established in Japan.

FIGURE A-
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Special Purpose MAGTF's
Special Purpose MAGTF's are MAGTF's organized to accomplish specific

missions when the advanced planning time is adequate to tailor forces

to an actual situation. They are designated as SPMAGTF with a location:

e.g., SPMAGTF (Liberia), SPMAGTF (Philippines), or SPMAGTF (Somalia).

Their duties may range from noncombatant evacuation to disaster relief

and humanitarian missions.
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OTHER FORCES PROVIDED TO THE
JOINT FORCE COMMANDER
A CINC or joint force commander may also require Marine forces which
do not possess all elements of a MAGTF; thus, they are not given a

MAGTF designation. Examples are installation security forces, engineer,

and medical support teams for humanitarian operations, deployments
for training, law enforcement operations, and mobile training teams.

In these cases, the forces will be designated by the name of the senior

headquarters having operational control, e.g., 1st Combat Engineer Battalion

(Rein), 1st Marine Division.

SPECIAL OPERATIONS CAPABILITIES IN MAGTF's
Special operations capabilities in MAGTF's are attained through progressive

enhancement of individual and unit training using specialized equipment
and procedures. The fully developed SOC capability allows a MAGTF to

execute selected maritime special operations.

At a minimum, SOC designed forces conduct the following maritime

special operations within six hours of receipt of a warning order:

• Amphibious raids and limited objective attacks

• Noncombatant evacuation operations (NEO)
• Mobile Training Teams (MTT)

• Electronic warfare operations

• Close-quarter battle

• Specialized breaching

• Clandestine reconnaissance and surveillance

• Tactical recovery of aircraft and personnel

• Seizure or destruction of offshore facilities (e.g., gas or

oil platforms)

• In extremis hostage rescue

MARITIME PREPOSITIONING FORCES (MPF)

MPF's give the unified CINC's an added dimension in mobility, readiness,

and global responsiveness. The MPF program involves 13 ships, organized

in three squadrons. Strategically positioned in the Atlantic Ocean, in the

Indian Ocean, and in the Pacific Ocean, the MPF program reduces MAGTF
response time from weeks to days by prepositioning the bulk of the

equipment, and 30 days of supplies, for a 16,500-man force aboard

specially designed, strategically deployed ships. Personnel and selected

equipment can be airlifted quickly using roughly 250 airlift sorties to an

objective area to join with required equipment at a secure site. Equipment
and supplies can also be selectively off loaded to support smaller MAGTF's.
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As graphically demonstrated in Operation Desert Shield, MPF's are integral

to the rapid deployment of credible combat power. MPF program flexibility

has been increased through selective and innovative loading plans and
development of enhanced MPF deployment options. We are also developing

specific capability packages tied to supporting unique mission

requirements.

COMMONLY REFERRED TO MARINE FORCES
Over the years, specific requirements have lead to the development of

several commonly referred to Marine forces and their associated deploy-

ment capabilities.

ARG/MEU(SOC)
Routinely forward deployed MEU's aboard Amphibious Ready Group (ARG)
shipping operate in the areas of responsibility of numerous Unified

Commanders. These units provide deterrence and enhanced crisis response
through forward deployed presence.

Air Contingency Force (ACF)

Developed by both MARFORLANT and MARFORPAC, ACF's provide air

deployable forces to the Unified Commanders, with lead elements ready

to deploy within 16 hours of notification. ACF's provide great versatility

in that they can be used as part of the fly-in echelon of a maritime

prepositioning force, as reinforcement for an amphibious force, or as the

lead element of the MEF.

Norway Prepositioning Program
Similar in concept to the MPF, this program currently stores supplies and
combat equipment in secure locations in Norway for an airlifted force.

The principle of forward positioning equipment saving both reaction time,

and tremendous additional airlift assets, remains constant.

MAGTF CAPABILITIES
MAGTF capabilities across the spectrum from peacetime, to crisis response,

to actual war are available for assignment.

Stability Operations

• Humanitarian assistance programs

• Mobile training teams (MTT's)

• Security and peacekeeping operations

• Countemarcotics operations

• Arms control/Treaty compliance

• Friendly military to military coalition building
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Limited Objective Operations

• Noncombatant evacuations (NEO) -- either opposed or unopposed

• Seizure of advanced naval vases, airafields, or facilities

• Reinforcement of international or national military forces

• Stabilizing influence or deterrence in crisis

• Tactical recovery of aircraft, equipment, and personnel

• In extremis hostage recovery operations

Amphibious Operations

• Forcible entry

• Conducting amphibious operations to threaten the enemy's flank

or rear

• Introducing forces to stabilize or resolve smaller crises

• Providing the initial expeditionary forces which allows the intro-

duction of heavier follow-on forces

• Augmenting forces already committed to combat operations ashore

• Strategic/theater reserve, ready to be committed at a decisive time

and place

COMMAND, CONTROL COMMUNICATIONS AND
COMPUTERS INTELLIGENCE AND INTEROPERABILITY
(C4I2)

Marine Corps C4I2 is an integrated concept designed to provide a timely,

accurate, and secure flow of vital tailored information to the commander
to both plan and direct forces. The amphibious and expeditionary missions

of each MAGTF require Marine Corps C4I2 to be interoperable with the

other Services and allied forces, theater commanders and their forces,

and defense agencies (e.g. DIA) and networks.

This interoperability includes provisions for deployable component head-

quarters; liaison teams to higher, adjacent, and supporting commands;
and specific units such as Air/Naval Gunfire Liaison Companies (ANGLICO)
for the coordination of fire support.

MAGTF SUSTAINABILITY

A fundamental characteristic of a MAGTF is its ability to operate for

extended periods as an expeditionary force, relying on internal resources for

sustainability. All MAGTF's have inherent sustainability to be basically

self-sufficient for preplanned periods. Larger MAGTF's have a deeper,

broader, and more capable organic support capability.
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MAGTF's can augment their organic sustainability by using external

support from Navy organizations, wartime host nation support (WHNS)
agreements, interservice support agreements (ISSA's), and in-theater

cross service support.

MAGTF sustainment deploys as a mix of accompanying supplies and
resupply. The Marine Corps uses a planning baseline for accompanying
supplies of 60 days of ground supply/ammunition (DOS/DOA) prepositioned

war reserve materiel stocks (PWRMS), 90 DOS for aviation peculiar

supplies, and 60 aviation DOA. MAGTF commanders plan for resupply

support beyond the baseline sustainment requirements (and/or the level

of accompanying supplies) to the end of the planning period established

by the supported CINC.

MAGTF's deploy with a portion of their accompanying supplies sufficient

for a specific period of time:

• MEF - 60 days

• MEU - 15 days

• SPMAGTF - As the situation requires

ADAPTIVE PLANNING AND PEACETIME REQUIREMENTS
Whether for crisis or deliberate planning, the deployment and sequencing

of forces to support the joint campaign is crucial. Planning MAGTF deploy-

ment capabilities and concepts to the requirements of the joint campaign
is vital, as it provides the Unified Commander with the adaptive planning

capabilities mandated by the Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan (JSCP).

MAGTF UTILITY

The Marine Corps' first, and most important role as a naval expeditionary

force is to provide capabilities for the Unified Commander's routine, day

to day, peacetime requirements. Marine capabilities are not built merely

to wait for the next amphibious assault or regional war; they are deployed

every day. Through experience, realistic procedures, and honed training

routines, the Marine Corps stands ready to respond. Our organization

has evolved toward the uncertain world situations we currently face, and
has repeatedly demonstrated its worth. The MAGTF's will continue to

contribute in the future.

MARINE CORPS SECURITY
FORCES (MCSF)
About 5,500 Marines protect key naval installations worldwide. These
Marines are part of the operating forces and contribute to the global

combat power of the Marine Corps. These security forces include Marine

Barracks in CONUS and abroad, and Marine Detachments afloat.
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The MCSF battalion contains a Fleet Antiterrorism Security Team (FAST)

company. FAST Marines deploy to reinforce high threat locations, provide

security for nuclear fueling operations, and respond to other crises and
contingency sites as directed. Although not assigned to the Unified

Commanders, the FAST units are available through naval service channels.

FAST Marines were used during Operations Just Cause, Sharp Edge, and
Desert Storm.

The Marine Corps also provides Marines to the Department of State for

embassy security. Security guards are assigned to 138 diplomatic posts

in 129 different countries throughout the world.

SUPPORTING ESTABLISHMENT
The Supporting Establishment -- 32,000 Marines -- man our 16 major bases,

training activities, formal schools, the recruiting service, the Marine Corps
Combat Development Command, the Marine Corps Systems Command, and
Headquarters, Marine Corps. The Supporting Establishment is lean but its

contributions are vital to the overall combat readiness of the Marine Corps.

RESERVES
In addition to active forces, force expansion is made possible by the

activation of the Marine Corps Reserve, which, like the active forces,

consists of a combined arms force with balanced ground, aviation, and
support units. Organized under the Commanding General, Marine Reserve

Force, units of this command are located at 194 training centers in

46 states, Puerto Rico, and the District of Columbia.

Over the past several years, the Marine Corps Reserve has been closely

integrated with its active counterparts in our Total Force. The reserve

provides individuals and specific units to augment and reinforce active

capabilities whenever needed. The Marine Corps Reserve performed

extremely well in Southwest Asia, and training and operational initiatives

are being emphasized to maintain those Total Force capabilities.
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MARINE CORPS TOTAL FORCE
FIGURE A-
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Figure A-3 depicts the Marine Corps Total Force. There is a direct relation-

ship between the size of the Marine Corps and the contribution made to

our national defense. Approximately 85 percent of our operating forces and
more than 50 percent of the Selected Marine Corps Reserve were deployed

outside of the CONUS during Operation Desert Shield/Desert Storm.

Large scale deployments, operations, and training exercises with allies

are part of our training and presence requirements in peacetime as well.

Approximately 23 percent of our operating forces are forward deployed

during peacetime, which predicates a high operational tempo and a

corresponding CONUS rotation base. As the U.S. retains a desire to

maintain stability in areas where we have significant interests, the

requirement for forward deployed forces will continue.
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Appendixn
LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

AAA
Advanced Amphibious Assault

AAV
Assault Amphibious Vehicle

AAWS-M
Advanced Antitank Weapon
System-Medium

ACE
Aviation Combat Element

ACS
Advance Countermine System

AE
Assault Echelon

AFATDS
Advanced Field Artillery Tactical

Data System

AFOE
Assault Follow-On Echelon

ANGLICO
Air/Naval Gunfire Liaison Company

AOA
Amphibious Objective Area

AOR
Area of Responsibility

APC
Armored Personnel Carrier

APN
Aircraft Procurement, Navy

APOBS
Antipersonnel Obstacle Breaching

System

ARBS
Angle Rate Bombing System

ARG
Amphibious Ready Group

ASN(RD&A)
Assistant Secretary of the Navy
(Research, Development, and
Acquisition)

ASP
Ammunition Supply Point

AT-4

Antitank Weapon

ATACC
Advanced Tactical Air Command
Central

ATARS
Advanced Tactical Aerial

Reconnaissance System

ATF
Amphibious Task Force

ATO
Air Tasking Order

BSSG
Brigade Service Support Group

C4I

Command, Control,

Communications, Computer, and

Intelligence

CAM
Crisis Action Module

CATF
Commander Amphibious Task

Force

CAX
Combined Arms Exercise

CBRS
Concepts Based Requirements

System

CE
Command Element
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CECM
Communication Electronic

Countermeasures

CTT
Commander's Tactical

Terminals

CENTCOM
Central Command

CV
Aircraft Carrier

CG
Commanding General

CVBG
Carrier Battle Group

CI

Counterintelligence

DAB
Defense Acquisition Board

CINC
Commander-in-Chief

DASC
Direct Air Support Center

CINCCENT
Commander in Chief Central

Command

DC/S
Deputy Chief of Staff

DF
CMC
Commandant of the Marine Corps

Direction Finding

DFT
CMV
Combat Mobility Vehicle

Deployments for Training

DIA

CNA
Center for Naval Analyses

Defense Intelligence Agency

DNCPPG
COEA
Cost and Operational Effectiveness

Analysis

Department of the Navy
Consolidated Planning and
Programming Guidance

COMINT
Communications Intelligence

DPG
Defense Planning Guidance

COMSEC
Communications Security

DoD
Department of Defense

CONUS
Continental United States

DON
Department of the Navy

CP
Command Post

CRDEC
Chemical Research,

Development & Engineering Center

DPRB
Defense Planning and
Resources Board

DT
Developmental Test

CSS
Combat Service Support

EAF
Expeditionary Airfield

CSSE
Combat Service Support
Element

ECCM
Electronic Counter-

Countermeasures
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ECM FOC
Electronic Countermeasures Full Operational Capability

EDM FSCC
Engineering Development Model Fire Support Coordination Center

ELINT FSED

Electronic Intelligence Full Scale Engineering

EOB
Development

Electronic Order of Battle FSPG

EPW Force Structure Planning Group

Enemy Prisoner Of War FSSG

ESS Force Service Support
Uww
Electronic Intelligence (ELINT)

Group

Support System FTS

EW Full Time Support

Electronic Warfare FY

FAC
Fiscal Year

Forward Air Controller GCE

FAST
Ground Combat Element

Fleet Antiterrorism Security Team GP

FDC
General Purpose

Fire Direction Center GPS

FDS
Global Positioning System

Field Development System HARM

FH
High Speed Antiradiation Missile

Frequency Hopping HEAA

FHN&MC High Explosive Antiarmor

Family Housing, Navy and HEAT

Marine Corps High Explosive Antitank

FIE HEDP
Fly-in Echelon High Explosive, Dual Purpose

FLIR HMD DASC
Forward Looking Infrared High Mobility Downsized Direct

FMF Air Support Central

Fleet Marine Force HMMWV
FMFLANT High Mobility, Multi-Purpose

Fleet Marine Force, Atlantic Wheeled Vehicle

FMFPAC HP
Fleet Marine Force, Pacific Horsepower
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HQMC
Headquarters Marine Corps

HUMINT
Human Intelligence

IAC

Intelligence Analysis Center

IAS

Intelligence Analysis System

ICAD

Individual Chemical Agent Detector

IDA

Institute for Defense Analysis

IDB

Integrated Data Base

IFF

Identification Friend or Foe

IMINT

Imagery Intelligence

INTEL

Intelligence

IOC

Initial Operating Capability

IR

Infrared

IRR

Individual Ready Reserve

ISSA

Interservice Support Agreement

JCS
Joint Chiefs of Staff

JSCP
Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan

JSIPS

Joint Service Imagery Processing

System

JSTARS
Joint Surveillance Target Attack

Radar System

JTF

Joint Task Force

JTIDS

Joint Tactical Information

Distribution System

KHZ
Kilohertz

LAAD
Low Altitude Air Defense

LAI

Light Armored Infantry

LAAM
Light Antiaircraft Missile

LAW
Lightweight Antiarmor Weapon

LAV
Light Armored Vehicle

LAV-AD

Light Armored Vehicle-Air

Defense

LCAC
Landing Craft Air Cushion

LDS
Lightweight Decontamination

System

LEWDD
Lightweight Early Warning
Detection Device

LHA
Landing Helicopter Attack

(Amphibious Assault Ship)

LHD
Landing Helicopter Dock
(Amphibious Assault Ship)

LIC

Low Intensity Conflict

LLDR
Lightweight Laser Designator

Rangefinder
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LLI

Long Lead Item

LMCC
Logistics Movement Control Center

LPH
Landing Platform Helicopter

(Amphibious Assault Ship)

LRIP

Low Rate Initial Production

LVS

Logistics Vehicle System

MAC
Military Airlift Command

MACCS
Marine Aviation Command and
Control System

MAG
Marine Aircraft Group

MAGIS
Marine Air-Ground Intelligence

System

MAGTF
Marine Air-Ground Task

Force

MARCENT
Marine Forces Central

Command

MARCORSYSCOM
Marine Corps Systems
Command

MARDIV
Marine Division

MARRESFOR
Marine Reserve Forces

MAW
Marine Aircraft Wing

MAWTS-1
Marine Aviation Weapons and
Tactics Squadron-One

MBST
Marine Battle Skills Training

MCAGCC
Marine Corps Air Ground Combat
Center

MCAS
Marine Corps Air Station

MCB
Marine Corps Base

MCCDC
Marine Corps Combat Development
Command

MCDN
Marine Corps Data Network

MCMP
Marine Corps Master Plan

MCFSS
Marine Corps Fire Support

System

MCHS
Marine Common Hardware Suite

MCM
Mine Countermeasures

MCMWTC
Marine Corps Mountain Warfare

Training Center

MCON
Military Construction, Navy

MCSF
Marine Corps Security Forces

MCTSSA
Marine Corps Tactical System
Support Activity

MEB
Marine Expeditionary Brigade

MEF
Marine Expeditionary Force

MEU
Marine Expeditionary Unit
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MEU(SOC)
Marine Expeditionary Unit

(Special Operations Capable)

MEWSS
Mobile Electronic Warfare Support

System

MG
Machine Gun

MUDS
Military Integrated Intelligence

Data System

MILES
Multiple Integrated Laser

Engagement System

MILSTAR
Military Strategic and Tactical

Relay

MLR
Medium Lift Replacement

MLRS
Multiple Launch Rocket System

MNS
Mission Need Statement

MOS
Military Occupational Specialty

MOUT
Military Operations in Urban

Terrain

MPF
Maritime Prepositioning Force

MPMC
Military Personnel, Marine Corps

MPS
Maritime Prepositioning Ships

MRAS
Manpower Requirements
Assessment Survey

MRS
Mobility Requirements Study

MSC
Military Sealift Command

MTACCS
Marine Tactical Command and
Control System

MTT
Mobile Training Team

MTWS
MAGTF Tactical Warfare

Simulation

NALMEB
Norway Air-Landed MEB
NATO
North Atlantic Treaty Organization

NBC
Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical

NCA
National Command Authorities

NCO
Noncommissioned Officer

NEO
Noncombatant Evaluation

Operations

NDI

Non-Developmental Item

NIPS

Naval Intelligence Processing

System

NITF

National Imagery Transmission

Format

NM
Nautical Mile

NSE
Navy Support Element

NSF
Navy Stock Fund

NSFS
Naval Surface Fire Support
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NTS
Naval Telecommunications

System

O&MMC
Operations and Maintenance,

Marine Corps

O&MMCR
Operations and Maintenance,

Marine Corps Reserve

OPEVAL
Operational Evaluation

ORD
Operational Requirements

Document

OT&E
Operational Test and
Evaluation

OTH
Over the Horizon

PAA
Programmed Aircraft Authorization

PCS
Permanent Change of Station

PGTS
Precision Gunnery Training

System

PIP

Product Improvement Program

PLRS
Position Location Reporting

System

PMC
Procurement, Marine Corps

PME
Professional Military Education

PMS
Pedestal Mounted Stinger

POM
Program Objective Memorandum

PPBS
Planning, Programming, and
Budgeting System

PP&O
Plans, Policies, and Operations

PSD
Propulsion System Demonstrator

PWRMS
Prepositioned War Reserve

Material Stocks

QOL
Quality of Life

RAC
Riverine Assault Craft

R&D
Research and Development

RDT&EN
Research, Development,

Test and Evaluation,

Navy

RETS
Remote Engagement Target

System

RF
Radio Frequency

ROC
Required Operational Capability

RO/RO
Roll-On/Roll-Off

ROWPU
Reverse Osmosis Water Purification

Unit

RPMC
Reserve Personnel, Marine Corps

RRC
Rigid Raider Craft

SACC
Supporting Arms Coordination

Center
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SAR
Search and Rescue

SATCOM
Satellite Communications

SCN
Shipbuilding and Conversion,

Navy

SCRE
Stratified Charge Rotary

Engine

SEAD
Suppression of Enemy Air Defense

SEMP
Supporting Establishment Master

Plan

SECDEF
Secretary of Defense

SECNAV
Secretary of the Navy

SHF
Super High Frequency

SIDS
Secondary Imagery Dissemination

System

SIGINT
Signals Intelligence

SINCGARS
Single Channel Ground and
Airborne Radio System

SIXCONS
Fuel/Water Storage and Pump
Modules

SLEP
Service Life Extension Program

SLOC
Sea Lines of Communication

SMAW
Shoulder-Launched Multipurpose

Assault Weapon

SMCR
Selected Marine Corps Reserve

SNCO
Staff Noncommissioned Officer

soc
Special Operations Capable

SOI
School of Infantry

SRAW
Short Range Antitank Weapon

SRI

Surveillance, Reconnaissance, and
Intelligence

SRIG
SRI Group

STOVL
Short Take-Off Vertical Landing

SWA
Southwest Asia

SWMCM
Shallow Water Mine
Countermeasures

TAC
Tactical Air Commander

TACC
Tactical Air Command Center

TAOM
Tactical Air Operations Module

TAH
Hospital Ship

TAVB
Aviation Logistics Support Ship

TBD
To Be Determined

TCC
Tactical Communications Center

TCO
Tactical Combat Operations
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T/E

Table of Equipment

TEMP
Test and Evaluation Master Plan

TERPES
Tactical Electronic Reconnaissance
Processing and Evaluation System

TM
Training Management

TOA
Total Obligational Authority

TOW
Tube-Launched, Optically-Tracked,

Wire-Guided Missile

TPCS
Team Portable Communications
Intelligence System

TQL
Total Quality Leadership

TRE
Tactical Receive Equipment

TRSS
Tactical Remote Sensor System

TWSEAS
Tactical Warfare Simulation

Evaluation & Analysis System

UAV
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle

UHF
Ultra High Frequency

ULCS
Unit Level Circuit Switch

UTM
Unit Training Management

VHF
Very High Frequency

V/STOL
Vertical Short Take-Off and Landing

WHNS
Wartime Host Nation Support

WPN
Weapons Procurement, Navy
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